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Purpose of Document

This Design and Access Statement, prepared by Broadway Malyan, sets out the 
masterplan design proposals, which will help deliver a comprehensive mixed-use 
scheme for the redevelopment of Anglia Square. The development will comprise retail, 
leisure, hotel, community facility, and residential uses with a dynamic and attractive 
public realm strategy. 

This document has been prepared in line with government guidance as contained 
in the National Planning Policy Framework, which requires that such statements be 
submitted with planning applications. 

The guidance states that the Design and Access Statement must explain the design 
principles and concepts that have been applied to the proposed development and 
demonstrate the steps taken to appraise its context and how the design takes that 
context into account.

This statement details the assessment, involvement, evaluation and design as outlined 
in the CABE guide on Design and Access Statements 2006.

Structure of Document
The first part of the document provides information about the team, design brief and 
importantly the future vision for this regeneration opportunity.

A comprehensive site appraisal helps to identify key constraints. The document 
also outlines the City’s valuable heritage which will have a significant influence on 
design strategy. The key development principles outline the overarching ‘story’ for 
the masterplan framework, and the subsequent sections set out the approach to the 
architectural treatment and materiality.

Maintaining the highest level of design quality is essential, and therefore, a Design 
Code is provided separately to guide the architectural language for all phases of the 
development, and provides key parameters to ensure the future design retains the 
strong design ethos.
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Design Team

Design Team
Weston Homes have engaged a team of experienced professionals to assist them to 
develop the detailed vision for Anglia Square. The team has worked together through 
the pre-application process to develop the strategies which underpin the vision for the 
site and development. The Design Team has worked in collaboration with Norwich 
City Council and other statutory bodies to evolve the Anglia Square masterplan. 

Planning Consultant
iceni 

Architect
Broadway Malyan

Applicant:
Weston Homes

Joint Applicant:
Columbia Threadneedle

Landscape Architects
Planit-IE

Structural & Civil Engineering
Meinharadt

Heritage Consultant
CGMS

Services and Energy Consultant

Transport Consultant
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The Anglia Square redevelopment opportunity comprises three main areas.

1. The existing Anglia Square shopping centre, bounded by St    
Crispins Road and flyover to the south, Pitt Street and New Botolph   
Street to the west, Magdalen Street to the east and Edward Street to the north, 
representing a site area of 4.11 ha. This area will be known as the main site. The 
existing retail area occupying the south east corner of the site is excluded, this 
represents 0.29ha. 

2. The existing car park site to the west of Edward Street (north) and   
backing on to the buildings fronting onto St Augustine’s Street. This site measures 
0.27ha. This area will be known as ‘Block B’.

3. The existing site to the north of Edward Street bounded by Beckham   
Place and existing apartment block to the west, provides 0.13ha. This area will be 
known as ‘Block C’.

N

Key

Site Boundary

Main Site

Site ‘B’

Site ‘C’
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Anglia Square Redevelopment 
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Design Brief

Design Brief
This application is for a comprehensive masterplan for the redevelopment of Anglia 
Square. The vision is to create a vibrant mixed use scheme which encompasses a 
range of retail uses and an extensive provision of much needed housing for Norwich. 
The provision also includes a cinema which provides a significant focus for use into 
the evening, and a hotel will provide a further enrichment to the place by integrating 
business conference suites, and a roof top restaurant bar overlooking the historic City 
will reinforce Anglia Square as a new destination in the City. 

The Design Brief from Weston Homes and Columbia Threadneedle is to produce a 
vibrant mixed use development which reinvigorates Anglia Square’s retail and leisure 
offer whilst producing a high quality residential destination. 

A separate, socio-economic chapter within the Environmental Statement (ES) 
prepared by ICENI Projects sets out the benefits for the proposed uses and quantum. 

The key components of the proposed development include;

• 13,000 sqm (140,000 sq ft) retail space including local services, restaurants, bars 
and community uses, plus ancillary support spaces including service and delivery 
areas.

• 2,000sqm cinema complex comprising multiplex cinema rooms of varying sizes, 
together with a café/bar.

• Up to 1250 apartments comprising 9 no. 3 bed houses, and up to 1241 apartments 
being a mix of 1 bed and 2 bed units. This will include a minimum of 120 affordable 
units. 

• A multi storey public car park to serve the new shopping centre.

• Private parking to serve new housing, the hotel and community uses.

• Well designed cycle parking provision.

• An agreed strategy for refuse for residential and retail uses.

• 10,000 sqm hotel.

(The proposed areas above are Gross Internal Areas - GIA)
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Involvement

Consultation and Engagement
A thorough and robust consultation programme with the local community and key 
stakeholders underpins the design process. The detail of the programme and process 
of engagement is set out in the accompanying Statement of Community Involvement 
prepared by Cratus. 

Public Consultation on development at Anglia Square took place between 22nd 
November and 16th December 2016 in respect of masterplan proposals, and again 
from 13th March until 21st April 2017 for the emerging proposals.  Events for both 
sets of consultations took place in a local shop on site in Anglia Square and details 
of the public events were publicised to local residents via newspaper adverts, on a 
consultation website, displayed in the window of the shop front and via leaflet with an 
enlarged geographic area delivered to in the second round of consultation.

First Public Consultation
Key comments were extracted from the public consultation:

• Desire to retain artists and makes usage currently existing on the site

• Consider an outdoor cinema

• Preference for some covered external space

• Possible need for a dwelling sized to accommodate special needs occupants and 
carer. 

• Careful consideration of cycle routes and their interaction with the pedestrian 
zones

• Consideration to be given to the users of the neighbouring Association for the 
Blind

• A Doctor’s Surgery was deemed desirable in this location (subject to NHS 
requirements)

• A need for a community meeting space

• Improvement of the area under the flyover would be seen as a positive introduction 
locally
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Second Public Consultation

The main outcomes were as follows:

• The principle of redevelopment was overwhelmingly supported and with the 
majority of attendees keen to see greater investment and a desire to see long-
term improvements 

• It was considered that a substantial number of new homes over commercial uses 
was a priority. This was overwhelmingly supported to bring life into the heart of 
Anglia Square and create spaces and streets that would benefit from natural 
surveillance

• Significant support for the enhancement and regeneration of the existing Anglia 
Square public space and the introduction of the new leisure square on the western 
side of the development

• There was support for the introduction of a food store and the varied range of 
retail uses including cafes and restaurants to enhance the public footfall. 

• The replacement of the existing 1960’s cinema at ground level was welcomed in 
conjunction with the introduction of new cafes and restaurants 

• The proposed shared cyclist and pedestrian areas would add to the existing 
network of safe routes 

• The masterplan framework which re-establishes the historic movement in this part 
of the city was strongly supported

• Some support for the tower to mark this new destination on the north of the City

Concerns centred around;

• The scale of the development 

• Potential impact on the City’s skyline

• The lack of public facilities including schools and GP surgery

• Final delivery of the scheme 
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Design Evolution

The following paragraphs describe the design iterations tested during the evolution of 
the project.

The design process benefited from regular workshops with design and technical 
officers of Norwich City Council, in addition to site visits and dialogue with Historic 
England and other statutory consultees including Design South East 

Of particular significance were the public consultation events, which led to informed 
change and evolution of the project to ultimately include the addition of the existing 
cinema.

This final move freed the project from a frustrating constraint and has allowed the 
design to deliver quality place making and unlock the frustrations that have defined 
Anglia Square for too long.

First Iteration

August 2016 – Masterplan - Policy Guidance Note

The first iteration of the masterplan was prepared to illustrate the potential for 
redevelopment of a significant part of the Anglia Square site. Proposed development 
extended to the North and West of a retained Anglia Square. The high level concept 
produced as part of the adopted Policy Guidance Note, illustrated the aspiration to 
improve connection from St George’s Street in the South to Edward Street in the North 
and to draw the historic route of Botolph Street into Anglia Square.

The masterplan illustrated a scheme of active retail frontages with the potential for 
significant new homes above. The location for a potential building of 25 floors was 
illustrated in the north west of the site.

Provision was made to replace the currently closed town centre carpark.

Second Iteration

March 2017 – Second Presentation to Design South East

The second primary iteration of the masterplan followed an initial Public Consultation 
event, responding to supportive comments relating to the retention of Anglia Square, 
increased public realm and the proposed mix of retail and leisure uses, including a 
new cinema.

The north – south route evolved to include a new square focussed around the cinema 
and associated café/restaurant offers and the marker building, a residential tower of 
25 floors.

Detailed investigation of local and city wide heritage informed the distribution of height 
and with particular regard to Norwich Cathedral, informed the re-location and design 
of the marker building. 

Proposed materials and façade treatments were illustrated responding to local design 
clues. 

Third Iteration

January 2018 – Pre-app with Norwich City Council

In response to feedback and requests at the second Public Consultation the decision 
was taken to include the site of the existing cinema within the project.

The redevelopment of this wider site made possible significantly improved east-west 
connectivity. The masterplan now delivers a legible streetscape with two squares of 
distinct character, each with routes focussed on views to St. Augustine’s church and 
Norwich Cathedral. The frustrations of Pitt Street and St. Crispin’s Way are overcome 
and the site is once again linked to and grounded in its location. 

Buildings are scaled in response to their immediate locality and the marker building 
anchors the location in the wider context
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Design Evolution

Restricted Access Residential Terrace

Shared Residential Courtyard

KEY

Areas per Block

   Courtyard Terrace   Balcony

Block A 3102m2 1397m2   1459m2  

Block D 483m2        204m2

Block EF  2946m2 1900m2    3123m2  

Block GH 1381m2 1334m2    1802m2 
  7912m2 4631m2    6588m2

Total Area: 19131m2

Population Approximately: 2,840

Average amenity area: 6.73m2 per person

Reference Images

Anglia Square, Norwich
Amenity Areas

   51

Working draft for review

Considering the immediate neighbourhood the 
building heights tend to respect the densities and 
concentrate towards the centre of the site. 

The central building potentially holds an anchor 
entertainment, therefore works as a shorter icon 
between the public nodes. It gives the opportunity 
to a taller building in the North-West corner. 

The West and North edges respect the low density 
neighbourhood, providing a 4-6 storeys belt around 
the site. Keeping the residential character of Edward 
Street, 7-9 storeys builings are proposed to the Northern 
area of Anglia Square. Whilst the South edge faces St. 
Crispin’s Road and the taller buildings in its vicinity, the 
development proposes 10-12 storeys building at that area,

5.10 Building Heights

N

Up to 25 storeys

Up to 12 storeys

Up to 9 storeys

Up to 6 storeys

KEY

First Iteration - August 2016 Second Iteration - March 2017 Third Iteration - January 2018
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Aspiration and Vision

This project represents a unique opportunity to regenerate this important site within 
the centre of Norwich. There is the potential to transform Anglia Square and our vision 
and objectives are aligned with the Anglia Square Planning Policy Guidance Note 
(2017), to create a new destination in Norwich which will sustain and enhance the 
existing retail uses, significantly improve the public realm and pedestrian links to the 
wider neighbourhood, and create a new residential heart which will form an integral 
part of the existing community. 

Anglia Square affords the potential to deliver a significant and positive addition to the 
City. The current retail centre is easily accessible and well located but lacks a critical 
mass, diversity of tenants and is influenced by the degraded physical environment 
in the area. Café and restaurant offers are limited, the cinema is poorly integrated 
and much of the development is below market standard. Furthermore the evening 
economy is limited with few shops/services open after standard shopping hours 
limiting natural surveillance and offering the potential for anti-social behaviour. 
Potential exists to deliver a significant mixed use quarter and to transform the existing 
retail offer with more and improved format stores, alongside, the addition of an 
enhanced leisure role and a greater provision of food and drink outlets that operate 
across a far wider period of time than exists at present.

A rejuvenated Anglia Square, will have;

• A distinctive identity reflecting its location in the heart of the historic northern city 
centre.

• A clear relationship in built form with the surrounding area.

• A safe and attractive public environment, including an enhanced existing public 
square, and an additional leisure focused square.

• Enhancement of a strong Large District Centre function complementary to 
Magdalen Street and serving the needs of its immediate catchment and improved 
convenience based shopping offer.

• A direct link to the new pedestrian and cycle crossing by NCC on St Crispins Road 
which will improve walking and cycling connections into the core city centre, and 
an enhanced public transport offer with more bus stopping places on Magdalen 
Street.  All this will be supported by new residential development to create 
additional footfall, natural surveillance and activity that will enhance the vitality and 
viability of the Large District Centre and help to meet the housing needs of Greater 
Norwich.

Key objectives:
• Regenerate the physical environment, including open spaces and public  

areas, and help to preserve or enhance the historic character of the surrounding 
area and key views

• Revitalise the retail and leisure provision of Anglia Square as a key element of 
the Large District Centre serving its immediate catchment and existing and new 
residents, complementary to Magdalen Street, with commercially attractive retail 
units based around an appropriate shopping circuit to maximise footfall to all units 
and thus ensure the long term viability of the retail offer, and act as a catalyst for 
the wider economic regeneration of the northern city centre

• Provide significant levels of residential development in order to make effective 
use of this sustainable city centre location, thereby assisting in the delivery of new 
homes to meet Norwich’s needs and creating a vibrant, sustainable community 
which will support the viability of the enhanced retail and leisure provision

• Provide enhanced tourism, arts and cultural provision including potential for hotel 
use, as well an enhanced evening economy that will include restaurants, cafes, 
bars and a cinema

• Provide for improved public transport facilities in the immediate vicinity of the site

• Enhance opportunities for pedestrian and cycle movement through the site, linking 
with the wider area
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Norwich History and Heritage
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History and Heritage

Norwich - Early Origins
Norwich started as a small Anglo-Saxon settlement north of the river Wensum in 
Norfolk. It became known as North Wic (wic is an old word for port and Norwich was 
an inland port). The name Norwich first appears on a coin minted in the early 10th 
century.

By then Norwich was a large and important town and as the town grew the settlement 
spread to the south bank of the river. Gradually the ‘city’s’ heart, its market place, 
shifted from north to south of the river Wensum. In the 11C Norwich was burnt to the 
ground by the Danes, some street names including Tombland or ‘empty space’ still 
remain today.  

By late 11C, Norwich was one of the largest towns in England with a population of 
about 6,000 which significantly increased by 14C. The City was industrious, one of 
the major benefits of River Wensum as a key transport route which promoted many 
industries to establish in the City. The main industry was the manufacture of wool. 
Leather was another important industry contributing to its success, and there were 
tanners, saddlers and shoemakers, and goldsmiths too, although the main export from 
Norwich was wool. 

In 1096 building commenced on the new cathedral, stone was brought from Caen 
in France and a little canal was dug to transport it from the river to the site of the 
new cathedral. The Cathedral was largely complete by 1140. The Normans also 
built a wooden castle in Norwich which was rebuilt in the 12C in stone. A new centre 
grew around the castle and the city market was relocated to the Mancroft area to be 
monitored. In the 1930s the market was moved to the current location in front of the 
City Hall.  One of the other key features of Norwich today is its many churches largely 
funded from the wealth generated by the wool trade and its many trade links with 
Europe. 

The city walls were built around 1280 – 1340 which constrained its growth - laws 
prevented construction outside the city walls. Some of these walls remain standing 
today. By 1500 Norwich was one of the largest towns in England. After 1565 many 
weavers came to Norwich fleeing religious persecution in what is now Holland and 
Belgium.  The Flemish introduced canaries to Norwich and their popularity grew, by 
the 20C the canary was a well established mascot of the City and its football club.

In the 18th century wool manufacture was still the main industry in Norwich with 
exports as far afield as North America. The first newspaper in Norwich began 
publication in 1721, an Assembly House was built in Theatre Street in 1754 where 
people could play cards and attend balls. The first bank was founded in 1756.  In the 
years 1791-1801 the gates in Norwich town walls were demolished to ease the flow of 
traffic.

During the early part of the 19th century Norwich was beginning to lose its popularity 
as towns in the north flourished with their wool businesses. Nevertheless Norwich 
remained active and its growth continued with the first public library opening in 1857 
and Chapelfields was opened as a public park in 1852. Mousehold Heath opened 
as a park in 1886. Leather working became popular and strengthened its economy, 
enhanced by brewing. Norwich became famous for boot and shoe making. In the late 
19th century an engineering industry grew up in Norwich and flourished. There was 
also a mustard making industry with popular brands such as Coleman which recently 
closed its factory. 

Trams were introduced in the early part of the 20 Century but later replaced by buses. 
The first cinema in Norwich opened in 1912, and by 1930’s and later after the war, the 
council housing was built on the edge of the City. Other key buildings during this time 
included the headquarters of Norwich Union on Surrey Street; the Art Nouveau Royal 
Arcade by George Skipper. The neo-Gothic Roman Catholic cathedral dedicated to St 
John the Baptist on Earlham Road, begun in 1882, is by George Gilbert Scott Junior 
and his brother, John Oldrid Scott. A number of formal parks were constructed after 
WW1 including Heigham Park, Wensum Park, Eaton Park, Waterloo Park. Significant 
change was generated by the Norwich City Plan in the late 1955 which proposed the 
regenration of the area that became Anglia Square. A few significant buildings were 
constructed more recently, e.g. the Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts at the University 
of East Anglia, opening in 1978, the Forum was opened in 2002 which includes the 
Millennium Library, and Chapelfield Shopping Centre opened in 2005. 

Norwich - The City and Place

Norwich has a long and rich history and today retains much of its medieval character, 
with the River Wensum at its heart. The City retains its narrow winding street structure 
and the many landmark buildings and squares together with merchants’ houses which 
line the cobbled streets. Its is a city of towers, spirelettes, and needles that puncture 
the horizon and make for a legible place. At the centre sits a dominant Norwich 
Castle, the Market Square and City Hall clock tower which marks a key place. The  
major landmark is Norwich Cathedral and its cloister.

Today many modern structures also interact with the historic fabric, which provides for 
a rich fusion of new and old.  The city has the largest permanent undercover market in 
Europe, many museums and theatres, ancient pubs, cobbled streets such as Elm Hill, 
Timber Hill and Tombland, ancient buildings such as St Andrew’s Hall, half-timbered 
houses such as Dragon Hall, The Guildhall and Strangers’ Hall, the Art Nouveau 
delight of the 1899 Royal Arcade, a jumble of medieval lanes and a delightful riverside 
along the winding Wensum.

A summary of its history is covered in the following pages, and followed by a more 
detailed site appraisal which sets out key aspects of the existing context which present 
constraints and opportunities for the design, layout and scale of the development 
proposals. The Built Heritage Statement prepared by CGMS records in detail the ‘built 
heritage opportunities and constraints for the future development proposals at Anglia 
Square.  
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Historic Maps 

The John Hoyle map illustrates the growth of the city which seems 
constrained within the 13C city walls. Some of prominent features include 
the Castle and Norwich Cathedral and numerous churches. One of the 
key features of the landscape is the River Wensum. The street pattern 
emphasises a north-south connection, this network is evident today, The 
street pattern is generally orthogonal suggesting a more formal layout to the 
south of the river, the grain to north of the river remains more organic and 
clearly visible is the east-west link between St Augustine’s Chapel and St 
Saviours Church. 

History and Heritage

1728 John Hoyle Map of Norwich 

1710
Extract from Sutton Nicholls’ map of Norwich showing the area north of the 
River Wensum known as Ultra Aquam or ‘Over the Water’. 

Key to Ultra Aquam’s churches: 
D - St Edmund’s; E - St James Pockthorpe; F - St Paul’s; G - St Saviour’s; 
H - St Augustine’s (also known as St Austin’s); I - St Martin at Oak; 
K - St Mary Coslany; L - St Michael Coslany; M - St George’s Colegate; N - St 
Clement’s Fishergate
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1886
Generally at end of the 19C (1886 OS Map) the urban morphology remains 
unchanged since 18C, and reflects a continuity of the plot grain, traditionally 
narrow burgage plots, suggesting primarily residential uses especially along 
George Street and Calvert Street. The plot grain along Botolph Street, 
Pitt Street and Magdalen Street is more variable, possibly providing the 
commercial streets housing wool and leather businesses. The map shows 
breweries and a Malthouse and a major factory, ‘Crape Manufactory’ existed 
to the north of Botolph Street. 

1955
By 1955, larger city blocks appear for shoe factories and engineering works 
reflecting the continued expansion of the city after the war. A new cinema is 
built on the site of the old Crape Manufactory. The primary north-south streets 
and Botolph Street retain their original grain and alignment, St Augustine’s 
Church maintains its prominence in the locality, enjoying the vista along 
Botolph Street. 

1994
The 1994 OS map shows the impact of the NCC development masterplan, 
Anglia Square and the completion of St Crispins Road and flyover has 
transformed the area. St George Street and Calvert Street have been severed 
by the new inner ring road and physically detaches the site from the City. A 
new cinema constructed on the site of the Old Botolph’s Church (1886 map) 
has replaced the Odeon. 
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The City Grain - Historic

The 1886 map clearly shows the location of Anglia Square as a wholly integral 
part of the City. Principal streets running north-south demonstrate a strong 
connection to the City Centre.  Building footprints show a consistency in the 
scale and continuity of street frontage helping to reinforce legibility. The period 
leading up to World War II saw extensive development of new industry, and 
coupled with this and the bombing during the war lead to a breakdown of the 
fabric. More significantly, however, the development of new infrastructure 
created the most impact. This is expressed on the following page.

City Grain 1886 1886 - Primary Movement Pattern
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City Grain Post War 1970’s Movement pattern servered by St. Crispins Road

The City Grain - Current

The construction of St. Crispin’s Road clearly demonstrates the severance 
of Anglia Square from the historic core to the south. Whilst most of the 
principal streets remain, much of the area to the north of the river has been 
redeveloped losing the character and density of the historic gain. To the north 
the street axis runs perpendicular (east-west) to the primary historic pattern. 
These streets accommodate the expanding population of the City after the 
war. The comprehensive redevelopment of Anglia Square breaks the historic 
scale and street pattern, resulting in the loss of Botolph Street (east-west link) 
in particular frustrates the sinous links, and a detriment to the local character. 
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Norwich
Heritage Assets

A variety of historic buildings have been identified within the City Centre Conservation  
and identified on the map opposite. A significant number of these are major landmarks 
within the City Centre, and those outside this zone address the historic medieval 
streets, e.g Magdalen Street and St Augustine Street. The map shows the current 
arrangement of Anglia Square (PGN Area), a lot of this heritage was lost in this area 
primarily as a consequence of the bomb damage during World War II.

The Built Heritage Statement prepared by CGMS explores further the identification of 
the key heritage and how the assessment process has informed the design. 

Key

Norwich Cathedral

Norwich City Hall

The Forum

Norwich Castle

St. Andrews Hall

The Guildhall

01

02

03

04

05

01

04
02

03

05

06

06
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1. Norwich Cathedral 2. Norwich City Hall 3. The Forum

4. Norwich Castle 5. St. Andrews Hall 6. The Guildhall
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Heritage Context

Heritage Context
CGMS, has prepared a comprehensive Built Heritage Statement which studies the 
heritage and built form in the wider context of Norwich, and provides the important 
guidance to assist the design approach and strategy for the new masterplan for Anglia 
Square.

This section sets out a brief summary of the immediate context and its built heritage 
and summarises the key issues/constraints affecting the future masterplan approach. 

The site is located in the norther edge of the northern part of the Norwich City Centre 
Conservation Area. Its footprint takes the form which covers that was originally 
defined by the city walls, and is subdivided into 13 distinct character areas. The site 
forms part of the Anglia Square Conservation Area. The character areas that surround 
this are; Norther City to the north; Colegate to the south and Northern Riverside forms 
arc created by River Wensum.

 

rpsgroup.com/uk  |  cgms.co.uk 

Built Heritage Statement 
 

 
 
In respect of 
Anglia Square, Norwich NR3 1DZ  
 
 
 

On behalf of 
Weston Homes plc 
 
 

CgMs Ref:  JCG22383 
February 2018 

Extract: Heritage Assessment Front Cover

The content of this section is also referenced to the following conservation area/
character area studies prepared by Norwich City Council;

• Anglia Square Character Area

• Northern City Character Area

• Northern Riverside Character Area

• Colegate Character Area

City Plan 4 Districts - ‘Norwich over the Water’
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4.3 CONSERVATION AREA: NORWICH CITY CENTRE

Norwich City Centre Conservation Area 

Character Description 

The Norwich City Centre Conservation Area was created in October 1992 
to cover the whole of the city within the medieval city walls (Figure X). 
Previously, separate Conservation Areas covered different parts of the area 
and various modifications have been made to the boundary as recently as 
2003. The Conservation Area covers an area of over 230ha and is divided 
into 13 distinct ’character areas’ (Figure X). A Conservation Area Appraisal 
document was adopted in September 2007.  

Norwich stands at the heart of East Anglia and is a major city with a 
population of 200,000 within the urban area. The River Wensum flows 
through the historic core and this is a crucial landscape feature that defines 
the character of the Conservation Area. The city centre is quite hilly and 
this adds considerable drama to the townscape of many streets within the 
Conservation Area. Additionally, most of these streets are narrow with 
buildings on the footpath edge, producing tight and intimate townscapes. 
The riverside, wooded escarpments, and parks all contribute substantial 
numbers of mature trees to the urban landscape within the Norwich City 
Centre Conservation Area. Moreover, the Conservation Area also has a 
number of open spaces which vary in scale but are often crucial to the 
setting of important buildings such as churches. 

The character of Norwich City Centre Conservation Area is also a product 
of almost 1000 years of historical development. The Saxons and the Anglo-
Scandinavian settlers gave the city its first market place: Tombland, while 
the Normans had a greater impact on the development of the city, 
transforming Norwich into a great urban area with an important market. 
They gave the city its castle, cathedral, and many of its churches, which 
further define the character of the urban landscape within the Conservation 
Area. Later on, the people of the Middle Ages erected the city walls. 
Although these have since been mostly demolished, the area that used to 
be enclosed within them is now considered to be Norwich’s historic core 
and the extent of the Conservation Area. The merchants of the Middle 
Ages constructed many fine houses, whose undercrofts still survive, while 
medieval monastic institutions established many great houses and 
hospitals. These were removed during the Reformation, however the land 
on which they stood can still be traced within the historic landscape. 

In the late-Middle Ages, Norwich became a centre for the weaving industry 
and the manufacturing of brick and pantile. This continued to define 
Norwich’s historic core, while later, the Georgians built many fine houses, 
which still characterise the city centre. The Victorians further industrialised 
Norwich’s city centre and established many industrial complexes, 
particularly for shoe manufacturing, along or near the river. These are also 
a major characteristic of Norwich City Centre Conservation Area. During 

 

Figure X: The Norwich City Centre Conservation Area 

DRAFT
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4.3 CONSERVATION AREA: NORWICH CITY CENTRE

the twentieth century several civic buildings were constructed and a lot of 
unsanitary housing was replaced. Significant areas of bomb damage during 
the Second World War were rebuilt mostly with poor quality industrial and 
commercial buildings, whilst the advent of the private car led to the 
transformation of the city’s roads and the construction of major roads such 
as the ring road. These twentieth century developments further defined the 
character of Norwich city centre. 

This rich historical development produced many city landmarks which are 
now visible from vantage points located around the historic core. Some of 
these landmarks are considered to contribute positively to the character of 
the Conservation Area and are helpful when orientating oneself around the 
city. These landmarks are: the Castle; the Anglican Cathedral; the Roman 
Catholic Cathedral; St Peter Mancroft Church; the City Hall Clock Tower; 
and the St Giles on the Hill Church. However, some other landmarks are 
considered to contribute negatively to the character of the Conservation 
Area as they are considered to be out-of-scale with the city. These 
landmarks are: Grosvenor House; Anglia Square; Norfolk Tower; 
Normandie Tower; Westlegate Tower; Winchester Tower; and St Stephen’s 
Street Towers. 

The city’s rich historical development also resulted in a varied palette of 
building materials which now characterise the Norwich City Centre 
Conservation Area. The most widespread material is red-brick, which 
became particularly popular from the sixteenth century onwards. Some 
white and gault brick is also found. This became popular in Norwich from 
the early to mid-nineteenth century. However, it is less common than red-
brick. Flint can be seen on prestigious buildings in the city as this material 
was historically the principal building material for such buildings. Stone is 
less predominant as Norwich lacks a local source of freestone. 
Traditionally, it was sourced and transported from elsewhere and used to 
build some of the most prestigious buildings in the city such as, the 
Cathedral, the Castle, churches, and important nineteenth century 
commercial and public buildings. Timber framing and jettied buildings can 
also be observed. This was the cheapest and most convenient way of 
constructing buildings in the city up to the sixteenth century. However, as 
fire ravaged parts of the city, the use of timber declined. Nonetheless, 
timber framing was revived in the nineteenth century and some examples 
dating from this period can be observed. Characteristic roofing materials 
include: natural clay pantiles, used from the eighteenth century onwards; 
‘smut’ pantiles, used from the mid-nineteenth century onwards; plain tiles, 
which were used before the introduction of pantiles; Welsh slate; and some 
thatch.   

All these characteristics provide Norwich’s historic core with a strong 
identity and a ‘sense of place’. However, its character varies within different 
parts of the city. The Conservation Area Appraisal document acknowledges 
this and therefore divides the Conservation Area into a series of ‘character 

 areas’ which are identifiable because of their distinctive townscape, greater 
concentrations of particular uses, building types or materials, or presence 
of open spaces or more modern buildings. The Site is located in Character 
Area 2 (Anglia Square) and this is surrounded by three other character 
areas: Character Area 1 (Northern City); Character Area 3 (Northern 
Riverside); and Character Area 4 (Colegate). The next part of this 
assessment will focus on these four character areas.  

Figure X: The Norwich City Centre Conservation Area and its 13 character areas. 

DRAFT

Key

Conservation Area

Key

1. Northern City

2. Anglia Square

3. Northern Riverside

4. Colegate

5. Cathedral Close

6. Elm Hill and Maddermarket

7. Prince of Wales

8. King Street

9. St. Giles

10. St. Stephens

11. Ber Street

12. Civic

13. All Saints Green

Heritage Assessment Extract: The Norwich City Centre Conservation Area Heritage Assessment Extract: The Norwich City Centre Conservation Character Areas
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Anglia Square Character Area

This character area within Norwich City Centre Conservation Area forms part of the 
original Saxon settlement. This area has seen drastic change since World War II, and 
subsequently with the construction of the new arterial road, St Crispins Road, and 
Anglia Square shopping centre. Magdalen Street, one of the oldest streets in Norwich 
provides an important transport infrastructure. Although it is a busy route, Magdalen 
Street largely retains a tight grain and medieval street alignment. By contrast, Pitt 
Street to the west, is devoid of character given the lack of building frontage. Botolph 
Street originally linked the two streets, forming an ancient junction with Magdalen 
Street known as ‘The Stump Cross’, today this forms the south east entrance to Anglia 
Square, Sovereign Way. 

This area lacks green spaces, although the existing open space within the shopping 
centre is important and provides an important social space for the community. The 
space is well used but looks outdated and dull given the quality of the surrounding 
buildings. 

The large bulk and scale of the existing buildings obscure views of the City landmarks, 
however the taller buildings offer an attractive skyline and a view of the Cathedral from 
the eastern edge of the upper deck carpark. There are views towards the City Hall 
clock tower from Pitt Street, and importantly the historic vista from Botolph Street to St 
Augustine’s Church. 

Buildings Map. Extract: Norwich City Centre Conservation Area Appraisal

Appraisal Map. Extract: Norwich City Centre Conservation Area Appraisal
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Northern City Character Area

The alignment of the 13C city walls, now Magpie Road, defines the north edge of this 
character area with the sites of the city gates at Magdalen Street and St Augustine 
Street. In the main, the street grain maintains an east-west orientation with Magdalen 
Street and St Augustine’s Street running north-south. A majority of the buildings 
are residential, built to house the expanding population during the mid 19C. Larger 
apartment blocks were built in the 1930’s and 1950’s to the east of Magdalen Street 
and west of St Augustine’s Street. The area does have a couple of buildings of 
significance including; the remnants of the city walls and two medieval churches, St 
Augustine’s Church and St James the Less, the latter currently being the Norwich 
Puppet Theatre. 

Several small open spaces exist, including St Augustine’s Churchyard and the Friend’s 
Burial Ground. In addition Gildencroft Park provides an important amenity for the area 
today. During medieval times this area was popular for jousting events but in the early 
19C the park was lost to new housing including Sussex Street.  

The traditional buildings in the area are predominantly red brick, some buildings have 
been rendered or comprise painted brick.

Heritage Assessment Extract: Buildings Map

Heritage Assessment Extract: Appraisal Map
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Northern Riverside Character Area

This character area follows the route of the River Wensum, and lies to the south of 
the development site. The area lies within the flat river floodplain with the surrounding 
area rising gently towards the north, south and more steeply to the east.  The river 
was the primary commercial focus of the city, with leather and wool trade as well as 
fishing and boat building. During the Victorian era breweries and malthouses were 
set up until the river was no longer navigable due to the introduction of watermills. 
The river today provides a key leisure use there has been new housing built along its 
banks. 

There are numerous bridges, both vehicular and pedestrian, that cross the river 
maintaining the continuity of the north south routes, and which provide important 
viewing places along the river edge. The oldest is Fye Bridge which was part of a key 
north-south route during the medieval period and today remains one of the primary 
links to the City Centre. The area does not contain any major landmarks. The area 
is not characterised by many open spaces, however, some small open spaces are 
located along the river including St George’s Green, providing an attractive setting 
for the Friar Quay development near St George Street Bridge, (originally Blackfriars 
Bridge designed by Sir John Soane). 

The river edges are defined by buildings of varied scale, although generally of 2 and 
3 storeys, with some exceptions, such as the modern apartment building of up to 6 
storeys on Duke Street, and the former wharfs now converted to offices/residential, 
and the more ornate art school building which are up to 5 industrial storey heights. 
These are generally of red brick with stone/concrete detailing and large metal 
casement windows. 

Heritage Assessment Extract: Buildings Map

Heritage Assessment Extract: Appraisal Map
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Colegate Character Area

Located to the south of the site and St Crispins Road, the Colegate character area 
comprises the three primary north-south routes, Duke Street, St George Street and 
Magdalen Street. The area was badly damaged in World War II although the central 
and part of the eastern area retains the narrow medieval city streets and many of 
the original residential buildings along St George Street, Colegate and particularly 
Magdalen Street. The area also comprises important churches, and although some 
of these are not in use, these structures provide important local landmarks. The area 
lacks any significant open space, although churchyards help to create incidental green 
spaces along what are primarily continuous built frontages. 

The character of Duke Street’s was significantly changed by the widening of the road 
and the development in the 1970s although the Norwich University of Arts building is 
recognised as the best Victorian building in Norwich. In addition to the ecclesiastical 
buildings in the area, Doughty’s Hospital sits on the edge of the dual carriageway 
being an important residential institution in the City, designed by a local architect E.E. 
Benest, in 1869-70. 

The area is characterised by the Norwich University of Arts building, Doughty’s 
Hospital, low scale 2 and 3 storey traditionally built houses, the factories and more 
recent large office buildings. Brick is the predominant material in orange and deep red, 
although there are earlier examples of Tudor construction. Roofs are generally pantile 
clay, some of which are black in colour. Accents of rendered buildings along Magdalen 
Street and Colegate provide variety and interest. Flint and stone is prevalent on all 
churches, and along St George Street are examples of weavers/merchant houses 
which use flint walls with simply decorated entrances.

Heritage Assessment Extract: Buildings Map

Heritage Assessment Extract: Appraisal Map
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Building Materials 

This section illustrates the range of materials, colours and textures that make up the 
variety and richness in the City’s fabric.

Red Brick
Red brick is most frequently used and became particularly popular from the C16 after 
extensive fires prompted the use of less combustible materials than timber-framing.

White and Gault Brick
White brick buildings were particularly popular in Norwich from the early to mid-C19.

Flint
This was the key building material from as early as the 13C and was extracted locally. 
Whilst most churches employ the use of flint with stone, one of the finer examples is 
Guildhall which comprises square ‘knapped’ flint.

Stone

Norwich Cathedral was completed in mid 13C and uses stone imported from Caen 
in France. Later churches and special buildings utilised stone locally sourced in 
Northamptonshire and Lincolnshire.
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Timber Frame
This type of construction provided the most economical construction methods and 
was used extensively until the Danes burnt most of the city in the 11C. A number of 
examples still exist today along Elm Hill.

Plaster and Render
Render was used on timber framed buildings and limewashed with a variety of 
colours.  

Glass and Cast Iron
C19 cast iron and glass façade of Crystal House, and other significant church 
buildings too.

Pantiles 
The Dutch settlers are thought to have brought pantiles in the 17C. From 18C 
onwards, pantiles were manufactured locally, black glazed or ‘smut’ pantiles became 
popular around the 19C. 

Thatch
Thatch was cheap used extensively on dwellings until the fires in 16C meant that it 
became unpopular 

Sheet Metal

Whilst sheet metal is used on more modern buildings, lead and copper were used on 
churches and other ecclesiastical buildings. 
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Norwich City Skyline

Norwich City Skyline
With the City Centre located within the floor and lower slopes of the valley, the 
surrounding area rises gently around the city. Higher ground offers attractive 
views across and beyond the city itself. From key vantage points, e.g. St James’s 
Hill, Mousehold Avenue key historic monuments extend above the City’s general 
roofscape. 

From Mousehold Avenue the skyline is of a calm character with very gentle 
undulations. Norwich Cathedral dominates in the view, and St. John the Baptist 
Chapel in the horizon. The landmarks that define the City Centre, puncture the 
horizon, and are all primarily to the south of River Wensum. To the north, the skyline 
significantly offers an opportunity to echo the interest provided by the City landmarks, 
with a ‘marker’ building to signal the new Anglia Square development.

1. Norwich Cathedral 2. Norwich Castle 3. St. Peter Mancroft Church

4. City Hall Clock Tower 5. St. Giles Church 6. Cathedral of St. John Baptist
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12 3 4 5 6 Anglia Square
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Key Vistas

The site location close to the River Wensum, and valley floor, offers long distance 
views from the wider area over the existing development to the City’s skyline to the 
south. From existing buildings within the site, views extend across the entire city 
including many of the major landmarks such as Norwich Cathedral and Norwich 
Castle. The skyline views from existing Gildengate House, currently not in use by 
residents, highlight the significant potential of the site to open up to the City and 
provide its residents with pleasant views to its valuable heritage and landscape. 

St. Augustine’s Street view towards Norwich 
Cathedral

Key
1. Primary Vista from St. Augustine’s 

Street

2. Vista to Norwich Cathedral and Spire 
from Anglia Square 

3. Vista to St. Augustine’s Church

0102

03
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Existing View from St. Augustines Street towards Norwich Cathedral View from St. Augustine’s Church

Skyline Views from upper floor of Gildengate

Potential View of Norwich Cathedral from Anglia Square
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Heritage Assessment Process

Heritage Assessment Process
CGMS, working closely with Norwich City Council, identified up to 62 viewpoints to be 
considered for the Built Heritage Statement.

The section below provides a brief summary of the in-depth process and collaboration 
with Norwich City Council’s Planning and Conservation Team. This has enabled 
the project team to better understand existing heritage within the wider City and 
immediate vicinity of the site. The approach considers guidance in the NPPF and 
responds to the methodology recommended by Historic England’s  ‘GPA 3: The 
Setting of Heritage Assets’ (March 2017).    

CGMS, Built Heritage Statement, sets out further details of the process and outputs.

This process established;

• Key constraints provided by important heritage assets and their setting comprising 
Grade I, II*, and II Listed Buildings, conservation areas, and some non-designated 
heritage assets important within the immediate context.

• Long, medium and short distant views from important points within the wider 
City and immediate context. A total of 62 viewpoints were agreed in order to 
provide a comprehensive evaluation of the likely impact of the development on its 
surroundings

• Important vistas of the key monuments in the City. 

Townscape View Analysis
Norwich City Council identified 68 viewpoints around the City and edges for testing 
and analysis. These view studies have been a key consideration in the development of 
the masterplan. Through dialogue and iteration, 47 viewpoints were identified as most 
sensitive for which further photographic analysis was produced. A separate report by 
Cityscape sets out the view analysis, and the following pages illustrate an example 
of these. The Townscape and Visual Impact Assessment prepared by ICENI Projects 
provides the necessary response to the analysis in respect of the overall townscape 
impact, including on heritage receptors. 

Agreed 47 viewpoints. Extract: Built Heritage Statement
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Heritage Guidance
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4.10 HERITAGE SENSITIVITY—HEAT MAP 

Introduction to the Heat Map 

The purpose of the Heat Map diagram is to indicate where and to what 
extent development on the Site is likely to have an impact on the setting of 
built heritage assets covered within the assessment (i.e. within a 1km 
radius). The likely magnitude of impact has been gauged in proportion to 
the scale of proposed development, proximity to heritage receptors and the 
relative sensitivity of those receptors. The various degrees of sensitivity 
(represented by a clearly legible heat-associated colour spectrum—below) 

in isolation. Where the coloured zones on the map overlap it is to be 
assumed that the zone of higher sensitivity takes precedent over any less 
sensitive zones adjacent. It should be noted that the Heat Map provides 
general guidance and does not in itself comprise an assessment of impact.  

indicate the recommended thresholds for the scale of new development  in 
each part of the Site. The Heat Map has been developed to serve as a 
guide for the design development and in helping to determine what the 
likely magnitude of impact would be if the proposed threshold is exceeded 

Sensitivity to Built Heritage 
Assets—Heat Map  
 
Colour Key: 

Violet—Extreme sensitivity:  
buildings above 3.5—4 storeys 
likely to have a major impact on the 
setting of heritage assets 

 

Red—Very High sensitivity:    
buildings above 5 storeys likely to 
have a major impact on the setting 
of heritage assets 

 

Orange—High sensitivity:      
buildings above 8 storeys likely to 
have a major impact on setting of 
identified heritage assets 

 

Yellow—Medium sensitivity: 
buildings above 10 storeys likely to 
have a major impact on setting of 
identified heritage assets 

 

Green—Low sensitivity:         
buildings between 10—12 storeys 
likely to have a moderate impact on 
setting of identified heritage assets. 
Buildings above 12 storeys likely to 
have a major impact on setting of 
heritage assets of high significance 
within the extended setting of the 
Site. VIEW CORRIDOR TO         

NORWICH CATHEDRAL BASED 
ON GILDENGATE ROOF 

6 STOREY LIMIT  PROPOSED 
TO MAINTAIN CATHEDRAL 
VIEW CORRIDOR 

5 STOREY LIMIT  PROPOSED 
TO MAINTAIN CATHEDRAL 
VIEW CORRIDOR 

7 STOREY LIMIT  PROPOSED 
TO MAINTAIN CATHEDRAL 
VIEW CORRIDOR 

2.5 STOREY LIMIT PROPOSED 
TO MAINTAIN SQUINT  VIEW 
OF THE CATHEDRAL TOWER 
AND SPIRE  

VIEWPOINT FULCRUM 
AT NW CORNER OF 
ANGLIA SQUARE 

SQUINT VIEW OF CA-
THEDRAL TOWER AND 
SPIRE REVEALED FROM 
ANGLIA SQUARE ON 
REMOVAL OF EXISTING 
CINEMA BUILDING  

FRAMED / ALLÉE  VIEW 
OF ST  AUGUSTINE’S 
CHURCH TOWER 

Heat Map. Extract: Built Heritage Statement

Violet
Extreme sensitivity: buildings above 3.5—4 
storeys likely to have a major impact on the 
setting of heritage assets

Red
Very High sensitivity: buildings above 5 
storeys likely to have a major impact on the 
setting of heritage assets

Orange
High sensitivity: buildings above 8 storeys 
likely to have a major impact on setting of 
identified heritage assets
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radius). The likely magnitude of impact has been gauged in proportion to 
the scale of proposed development, proximity to heritage receptors and the 
relative sensitivity of those receptors. The various degrees of sensitivity 
(represented by a clearly legible heat-associated colour spectrum—below) 

in isolation. Where the coloured zones on the map overlap it is to be 
assumed that the zone of higher sensitivity takes precedent over any less 
sensitive zones adjacent. It should be noted that the Heat Map provides 
general guidance and does not in itself comprise an assessment of impact.  

indicate the recommended thresholds for the scale of new development  in 
each part of the Site. The Heat Map has been developed to serve as a 
guide for the design development and in helping to determine what the 
likely magnitude of impact would be if the proposed threshold is exceeded 

Sensitivity to Built Heritage 
Assets—Heat Map  
 
Colour Key: 

Violet—Extreme sensitivity:  
buildings above 3.5—4 storeys 
likely to have a major impact on the 
setting of heritage assets 

 

Red—Very High sensitivity:    
buildings above 5 storeys likely to 
have a major impact on the setting 
of heritage assets 

 

Orange—High sensitivity:      
buildings above 8 storeys likely to 
have a major impact on setting of 
identified heritage assets 

 

Yellow—Medium sensitivity: 
buildings above 10 storeys likely to 
have a major impact on setting of 
identified heritage assets 

 

Green—Low sensitivity:         
buildings between 10—12 storeys 
likely to have a moderate impact on 
setting of identified heritage assets. 
Buildings above 12 storeys likely to 
have a major impact on setting of 
heritage assets of high significance 
within the extended setting of the 
Site. VIEW CORRIDOR TO         

NORWICH CATHEDRAL BASED 
ON GILDENGATE ROOF 

6 STOREY LIMIT  PROPOSED 
TO MAINTAIN CATHEDRAL 
VIEW CORRIDOR 

5 STOREY LIMIT  PROPOSED 
TO MAINTAIN CATHEDRAL 
VIEW CORRIDOR 

7 STOREY LIMIT  PROPOSED 
TO MAINTAIN CATHEDRAL 
VIEW CORRIDOR 

2.5 STOREY LIMIT PROPOSED 
TO MAINTAIN SQUINT  VIEW 
OF THE CATHEDRAL TOWER 
AND SPIRE  

VIEWPOINT FULCRUM 
AT NW CORNER OF 
ANGLIA SQUARE 

SQUINT VIEW OF CA-
THEDRAL TOWER AND 
SPIRE REVEALED FROM 
ANGLIA SQUARE ON 
REMOVAL OF EXISTING 
CINEMA BUILDING  

FRAMED / ALLÉE  VIEW 
OF ST  AUGUSTINE’S 
CHURCH TOWER 

Design Guidance
CGMS in their ‘Built Heritage Statement’ set out important guidance in respect of the emerging proposals for Anglia 
Square. 

• New proposals which seek to maintain a scale comparable to the existing buildings, whilst allowing some graduation 
down towards the edges of the Site will help to integrate new buildings into the historically sensitive surroundings

• The impact of new development within the wider context can be minimised by broadly following the datum 
established by the existing buildings which have been found not to impact on the setting of historic city landmarks or 
harm their overall high significance

• By introducing new buildings up to a height of five storeys adjacent to Pitt Street / St Augustine Street junction there 
is the potential to deliver substantial improvements to the townscape and setting of St Augustine’s Church and 
associated group of Grade II listed buildings

• A 3.5-4 storey limit along Magdalen Street would ensure that the established townscape character, key views 
and the settings of designated assets such as 75 Magdalen Street and Norwich Castle (Grade I) are preserved. 
Enhancement of the associated significance and the special character and appearance of the Conservation Area 
would be achieved through elevational treatment that responds successfully to the surroundings, unlike the present 
buildings. The latter are deemed to have a negative impact on townscape due to blank walling to the upper levels 
and poor quality shop frontages.

• Allow for the positioning and alignment of new buildings to secure or re-establish views towards the Anglican 
Cathedral and other identified local landmarks such as St Augustine’s Church wherever possible

• Position new buildings in order to maximise the potential for reinstating historic links between St Augustine Street - 
Magdalen Street and Edward Street - St George Street. Public realm and building frontages at street level should be 
designed to reinforce the legibility of these routes and historic connections

• Apply a high specification of design and materiality to any tall buildings / point block tower feature

• Apply a high specification of design and materials to principal elevations where these have a direct impact on the 
setting of heritage as-sets.

Heritage Sensitivity – Heat Map
Further guidance, in the form of the heritage sensitive heat map diagram, informs the massing strategy, and indicates 
where and to what extent development on the site is likely to have an impact on the setting of built heritage assets 
covered within the Built Heritage Statement (i.e. within a 1km radius). The likely magnitude of impact has been gauged 
in proportion to the scale of proposed development, proximity to heritage receptors and the relative sensitivity of those 
receptors. 
The various degrees of sensitivity indicate the recommended thresholds for the scale of new development in each 
part of the Site. The Heat Map has been developed to serve as a guide for the design development and in helping to 
determine what the likely magnitude of impact would be if the proposed threshold is exceeded in isolation. Where the 
coloured zones on the map overlap it is to be assumed that the zone of higher sensitivity takes precedence over any 
less sensitive zones adjacent. It should be noted that the Heat Map provides general guidance and does not in itself 
comprise an assessment of impact.

For the purpose of the Assessment of Impact the following height assumptions have been made;

• Ground Floor (non-residential use) - 6m

• Typical floor height - 3m

Therefore, for example, a 5 storey building would have a total height of 18m.
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Site and Area Appraisal
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Access & Connectivity

The Inner Ring Road

Until the mid 1960s, Norwich retained its largely historical street pattern and in 
general this structure remains today. The key change came in 1945, when a new 
masterplan for the City’s regeneration included a major dual carriageway to encircle 
the city centre designed by C.H. James, Rowland Pierce and Norwich City Engineer 
H.C. Rowlet. Between 1968 and 1975 only the western, to be known as and part of the 
northern sides of this ring road were realised which has become the inner ring road.  
The alignment to the south followed the existing street pattern, although the northern 
section had the greatest impact with the integration of St Crispins Road fly-over, 
crossing Magdalen Street.  Whilst the new infrastructure may have improved wider 
connectivity, St Crispins Road creates a significant physical barrier to the movement 
of pedestrians and cyclists into the City from the north.

Access
The site lies in the northern part of the City Centre, which makes it highly sustainable 
in terms of access to local amenities and public transport. It is served by an existing 
road network accommodating a range of travel connections, including buses, cycle 
and pedestrian routes.  Rail services are also located within a 20 minute walk from the 
site. 

Vehicular Links
St. Augustine’s Street to the North West forms part of the one way system with 
Edward Street directing vehicles ultimately into Pitt Street. To the north, St. 
Augustine’s Street is two way linking the City with the regional airport. Edward Street 
provides access to the multi-storey carpark on the north side of  Anglia Square and is 
the east west connection into Magdalen Street.  The dual carriageway of St. Crispins 
Road to the south provides vehicular access to Anglia Square at two points. Both are 
left-in and left-out arrangements.

Public Transport
A large number of bus services are available from stops adjacent to the site on 
Magdalen Street, Edward Street, and St Augustine’s Street that link to the wider area 
and City centre.

N
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Cycle and Pedestrian Routes

Cycle Network

Anglia Square sits at the heart of the St. Andrew’s Plain Cycle network. 
Similar to the pedestrian routes, connectivity is frustrated by the role of Pitt 
Street, and St. Crispins Road dual carriageway. 

Pedestrian Links

From the heart of Anglia Square, it is possible to reach the historic core of the 
city centre within a 10 minute walk. Anglia Square is accessible on foot from 
much of the surrounding network of roads.  Magdalen Street is the primary 
pedestrian route to and from the historic centre.  St. Crispins Road however 
effectively severs the site from the south other than via the underpass from 
Calvert Street and under the fly-over on Magdalen Street. Both are low quality 
experiences, although the underpass is being replaced by a surface pelican 
crossing in 2018, and proposals are being developed to improve the character, 
appearance and function of the area under the flyover.  To the West, Pitt 
Street is a hostile pedestrian environment due to the traffic volume although 
crossing is possible from St Augustine’s Street, which results in a strong 
desireline towards and through Anglia Square. 
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Local Amenities

Local Amenities - Open Space/Parks, Leisure, Doctors / hospitals
The Socioeconomic Chapter, in the Environmental Statement identifies local 
community facilities which are available within a convenient distance from 
the site; e.g GP practices, dental practices, parks, play areas sports halls, 
community centres, libraries and schools.
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Topography

Topography
The site is relatively flat and sits at a low level within the wider City context. The River 
Wensum, is the low point of the valley floor, with the terrain gently sloping up around 
the location, and then more dramatically towards the north and east. There are two 
areas of relatively high ground; Mousehold Heath to the north east and the Ber Street 
escarpment to the south which forms a prominent and quite steeply wooded ridge 
between Rouen Road and Ber Street.

Mousehold Heath is an extremely important element of the city’s setting and one 
which features heavily in the work of the Norwich School of landscape painters. 
This vantage point also provides attractive views over the City and the ‘Norwich City 
Skyline’.

Image extract: 

Topography (m)
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Anglia Square - Existing Site Appraisal

The Main Site is primarily occupied by the shopping centre known as Anglia Square. 
The centre comprises a collection of buildings ranging from 1960 to late 1970s 
designed by Alan Cook and Partners, and currently includes;

• A public space, Anglia Square, which provides a valuable retail and social area.

• Variety of small-scale retail premises.

• A cinema.

• A vacant multi-storey car park.

• Vacant offices of Gildengate House (now with partial use as artists’ spaces) and 
Sovereign House.

• To the west, surface car parks which serve the centre.

• A number of properties fronting Pitt Street to the west, including two ‘locally listed’ 
2 storey Edwardian buildings.

• Surrey Chapel, a post WWII building, fronting St. Crispins Road.

Anglia Square Shopping Centre forms an integral part of the Anglia Square Character 
Area within the Norwich City Centre Conservation Area, which comprises a wealth 
of heritage. The Shopping Centre and the immediate area have suffered physical 
and economic decline over many years; a majority of the large scale buildings are 
unoccupied, and despite a number of previous regeneration initiatives, the whole site 
remains largely underutilized and partly undeveloped. The existing cinema is not well 
located, although this provides a valuable community facility. 

The existing character is further undermined by poor public realm, streets and 
routes which lack security and surveillance. Around the site, there have been some 
improvements to the highway network including the one-way traffic gyratory system 
linking St Augustine’s Street via Magpie Road and Edward Street.
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Magdalen Street entrance to Anglia Square

Existing Anglia Square

Anglia Square - Existing Site Appraisal
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N

Anglia Square Existing Movement
The existing movement pattern comprises; 

1. The existing north-south route, Botolph Street (Route 1), links St Crispin’s Road 
with Pitt Street and provides the main link and services the existing surface 
parking. Sovereign House is accessed via this route.

2. Botolph Way (Route 2) and Sovereign Way (Route 4) provide the east-west route, 
connecting Magdalen Street and Pitt Street/New Botolph Street, via the existing 
public space, Anglia Square.

3. Anne’s Walk (Route 3) provides a tenuous link from Anglia Square to Magdalen 
Street, it lacks activity and presents a dull and unsafe character.

4. From St Crispin’s Road, Upper Green Lane, provides a high level link onto the 
upper deck of the shopping centre and serves the existing cinema and car 
parking.

The existing movement links from Magdalen Street to Anglia Square are poor quality 
and devoid of sunlight.

Existing Movement Pattern
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1. Botolph Street 2. Sovereign Way 3. Anne’s Walk

4. St Crispins Road 5. Magdalen Street 6. Edward Street

Existing Movement Pattern
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St. Crispin’s Road Crossing
Norfolk County Council, and Norwich City Council, are currently in the process 
of procuring a new surface level pedestrian and cycle crossing, which will be 
implemented prior to the redevelopment of Anglia Square. The crossing facility is to be 
provided on St Crispin’s Road along the desire line of St George’s Street, to replace 
the existing pedestrian subway. 

The proposal comprises ecological buffer planting with Bio-Swales as shown in the 
Landscape and Public Realm strategy.

St. Crispin’s Road Crossing
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and cycle crossing)
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Existing Retail Servicing 

Anglia Square Servicing
There are two existing service areas, the southern, primary service compound is 
located under Gildengate and is accessed from St Crispin’s Road. The second is 
accessed via Edward Street and located on the ground floor of the existing public car 
park. The redevelopment proposals aim to retain this approach, but the service yards 
will be enclosed to minimise their impact on the public realm.

N
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The Existing Convenience Store

On the junction of Magdalen Street and Edward Street is a two storey 
building, previously a bank, although today serving as a convenience store. 
The building and its immediate footprint are not included in the development, 
although the proposed design has been devised to work with and respond to 
this existing context.

N
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Sovereign House

Sovereign House was built in 1968 and was designed by Alan Cooke and 
Partners. This concrete and glass structure provides the largest building 
in the existing development.  Its Brutalist style and scale presents an 
imposing structure on the western edge of this site.  The building’s massing, 
appearance and scale, does not contribute to the appreciation of nearby or 
wider heritage assets, as it blocks a key vista from St. Augustine’s Street 
of the City’s main icon, Norwich Cathedral.  It also impedes ground level 
movements/connectivity.  A Certificate of Immunity from Listing has been 
granted by Historic England.

The building housed the offices of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office (HMSO) 
until this moved, and it has been underused since. On the upper level the 
north-south and east-west wings enclose a retail area space on the upper 
level shopping area, now also vacant. The key elements of the building are 
the glazed spiral staircases, one located on the east edge, overlooking Anglia 
Square, and the other on the junction of St Crispin’s Road and Botolph Street.  

Its present condition is poor, and its structural constraints prevent its 
conversion for residential use.  Therefore its retention provides no benefit 
for the regeneration of Anglia Square, and it is recommended for demolition 
including the lower retail floor space.

N
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Hollywood Cinema

The cinema replaced the previous Odeon Cinema, built in 1938 fronting St. 
Agustines Street, which was demolished by 1974. This imposing concrete 
structure sits on the eastern side of the site and rises high above Anglia 
Square. Its primary entrance is on the upper deck (Upper Green Lane), 
accessed via secondary stairs from the existing square and Anne’s Walk 
or Sovereign Way.  It was opened in 1971 and is currently operated by 
Hollywood Cinemas.

Access to the building is poorly designed, and has no connection to the 
existing Anglia Square, and the facilities are outdated. It will be demolished 
along with the shops and vacant nightclub that it sits above, wich will enable 
its replacement with new retail units on the ground floor and residential above.  
This will allow Sovereign Way and Magdalen Street to have more pedestrian 
space and an improved public realm, without a building spanning over, or 
cantilevered over the pavement. 

N
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Gildengate House

This office building forms the southern edge of Alan Cooke’s shopping centre 
masterplan and was built around 1975. This brick clad building comprises 
7 storeys, the ground floor of which is a double height space enclosing the 
southern service/delivery area for Anglia Square shopping centre. Its slim 
rectangular form is oriented on an east-west axis parallel to the St Crispin’s 
Road fly over. Service cores rise up at each end. The eastern service core 
is a solid brick element which rises a full storey height above the roof of the 
main building. The service route, Upper Green Lane, extends from the flyover 
through a large square opening on the upper level deck through to the multi-
storey car park. 

Parts of the exisitng building are in use, although the upper floors of the 
building is currently vacant. The building is understood to be in a reasonable 
condition, and is proposed for retention, extention, and recladding, to be 
converted to residential use.

N
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Existing Multi-Storey Car Park

The existing multi-storey car park is located along the northern edge of the 
site, fronting onto Edward Street. It was built in the late 1970s.  This brick clad 
structure was condemned in 2012 and no longer provides any benefit to the 
centre. The existing car park comprises 7 levels, and part of the ground floor 
accommodates the existing service and delivery area for the centre, whilst 
retail uses front only Anglia Square.

The existing structure is to be demolished, along with the access route Upper 
Green Lane on the first floor. The building  has a negative impact on the 
existing character of Edward Street.

N
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Pitt Street and St. Crispins Road Corner 

Surrey Chapel 

The Chapel is home to an evangelical community, originally established in 
1854 by the Robert Govett, at which time it was located in Surrey Street. 
The current building occupies a prominent position on the southern edge 
of the site on St Crispin’s Road. This two storey structure comprises a brick 
and concrete banded design and lacks any prominent features.  It is not 
considered fit for purpose by the community who own it. 

The existing Chapel occupies a prominent location on the site and its 
relocation offers the opportunity to make more effecient use of this part of 
the Site. Surrey Chapel has been allocated a new Site on the north side of 
Edward Street. Planning Consent for a new home for Surrey Chapel was 
granted in 2008, and formed part of the wider masterplan for regenerating 
Anglia Square.

43-45 Pitt Street

On the south west corner of the site, amongst the small cluster of other 
buildings are two terraced 2 storey Edwardian houses now providing office 
space for rent. The traditional structures are painted white with pitched tiled 
roofs, and are locally listed.  

They would be demolished as part of the current application since, like the 
Surrey Chapel, their site represents an opportunity for a higher density 
replacement scheme.  However, the previous redevelopment proposals also 
included their demolition, which was granted.

Other Buildings

There are other 2 storey buildings completing this corner frontage.                
All would be demolished to enable the larger scale of the proposed 
development. 

N
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Land Use

Land Use
Within the application site there are two large surface car parks accessed from 
Botolph Street (via St Crispin’s Road) and Edward Street. The vacant 7 storey 
Sovereign House office block runs north south along Botolph Street. There are 
multiple retail units fronting onto all sides of Anglia Square itself, including larger 
and small frontage stores. The multi-storey car park and Gildengate House are both 
accessed from Upper Green Lane (the elevated road accessed from St Crispin’s 
fly-over) which also serves the existing cinema.  There is no housing on the site at 
present. Opposite the main site, on Pitt Street, is Gildencroft Park, some small retail, 
office/community units on either side of Pitt Street, six dwellings along Gildencroft, 
and St Augustine’s Church. The former Barclays Bank in the northeast corner is 
now a small convenience store.  The Surrey Chapel fronts St Crispin’s Road. On the 
opposite side of Magdalen Street are primarily retail units, cafe, take-away and bar 
premises, and the current surgery. 

The site also includes a group of ten mature London Plane trees and two Lime trees 
along St Crispin’s Road by the entrance to Botolph Street.

Existing Retail Uses - Anglia Square
Currently there are multiple retail units fronting onto all sides of Anglia Square itself, 
which was developed in the 1970’s, including Iceland, Boots and a variety of discount 
and local retailers. The current retail offer serves the immediate population and is 
somewhat localised for a large district centre. A four screen Hollywood Cinema is also 
situated within the site, elevated above the retail units on the ground floor, providing 
a dated but unique leisure offer, with little supporting other leisure in the vicinity. 
Notwithstanding occupancy levels within the shopping centre being relatively high, the 
physical fabric is dated and the trading environment is poor quality. 
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Existing Building Heights

Generally the existing retail buildings in Anglia Square are one or two storey, 
integrated with taller structures located on all four sides, ranging from 7 
to 9 storeys. These comprise the multi-storey car park, Sovereign House, 
Gildengate House and the cinema.  To the west is open land, serving as car 
parking areas. 

Whilst the existing tall buildings have been features of the locality for decades, 
the new development proposals have been devised taking full account of 
the heritage impact assessment undertaken by CGMS, which has produced 
the ‘heat map’ noted above.  It is new relevant evidence gathering and 
professional judgement that has informed the evolution of the scale and 
massing of the current proposals.
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Site Planning History

This section provides a brief summary of the site’s recent planning history. The City 
Council has for many years aspired to successfully deliver the redevelopment and 
regeneration of Anglia Square, and use this as a catalyst for the regeneration of the 
wider area to the north of the city. 

Two separate planning applications for the redevelopment of the Site were previously 
submitted and received planning consent. However neither of these have been 
realised, and the site remains in need of regeneration.

2009 Planning Permission

The planning consent granted in October 2009 (Norwich City Council planning 
reference 08/00974/F) comprising; new food store including a range of other 
existing food retail, general retail, offices, retained cinema, and 197 new residential 
apartments. The consent has been partially implemented only in respect of 
construction of part of the ‘one way system’ which now comprises Edward Street, New 
Botolph Street, St Augustine’s Street and Magpie Road. 

Illustrative View of the 2009 approved development scheme looking east towards St. Crispins Road 
flyover

2009 approved development, Proposed Ground Floor Plan 2009 approved development, Proposed First Floor Plan
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Site Planning History

2013 Planning Permission
Planning Consent was granted in March 2013 (Norwich City Council planning 
references 11/00160/F, 11/00161/F and 11/00162/O). This application comprised a 
comprehensive redevelopment of Anglia Square including land and buildings to the 
north and west of the Square (applications reference 11/00160/F, 11/00161/F).

The first phase proposals were for mixed use development, including an enlarged 
Anglia Square, a new 7,792 sqm foodstore, supported by 507 car park spaces, 
amendments to the current access arrangements including enhanced pedestrian, 
cycle, public transport accessibility, a bridge link from St Crispins Road, and closing 
of subway. Also, additional retail and other town centre uses (Class A1, A2, A3, A4) 
totalling 3,565 sqm net, a creche (Class D1) and up to 91 residential units (Class 
C3) in mixed private/housing association use. Outline planning permission was also 
granted for 16 housing association units on land west of Edward Street. 

Planning consents were also granted for the latter phases of development in this 
area and included additional retail and food and drink uses (Class A1/A3) totalling 
2,094 sqm and the provision of a gym (Class D2) of 1,478 sqm. The above planning 
permissions, read in conjunction with the extant planning policy for the site (see 
below) sets a clear precedent that the Council supports the physical regeneration of 
the area to include a range of commercial uses and residential development. 

2013 Permission, Proposed Ground Floor Plan 2013 Permission, Proposed Upper Floor Plan
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Emerging Context - St. Mary’s Works

Extract from St Mary’s Works
Planning Application - Design and Access Statement

St Mary’s Works is the first of a two phased urban regeneration scheme called The 
Shoe Quarter Norwich which includes St Mary’s Works and St George’s Works. These 
schemes will regenerate five acres at the heart of medieval Norwich into a vibrant and 
mixed use quarter close to the city centre.

St Mary’s Works measures 1.1 hectares in size and sits between two medieval 
churches, St Mary’s Church to the south and St Martin’s Church to the North. The 
south-western edge of the site is enclosed by a former Shoe Factory which wraps 
around St Mary’s Plain and Oak Street. The site is also occupied by a series of mid 
20th century offices, workshops and warehouses. 

Norwich City Council resolved to grant planning permission for this application, 
subject to the signing of a section 106 Agreement, in January 2018.

The permission will allow for a substantial building to form the southwest corner of the 
roundabout on St. Crispins Road which is fronted by the Anglia Square application site 
on the northeast corner.

Proposed Site Plan
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Emerging Context - Beckham Place

Extract from Beckham Place
Planning Application - Design and Access Statement

Demolition of remaining industrial unit and erection of a terrace of 7 no. dwellings to 
the south, a block of 12 no. flats to the west and either a terrace of 8 no. dwellings or 
18 no. flats associated with the Norfolk & Norwich Association for the Blind.

This site lies immediately to the north of the parcel of land on the northern side of 
Edward Street which forms part of the Anglia Square application site.  This parcel is 
proposed for the relocated Surrey Chapel.

Proposed Site Plan
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Emerging Context - St. Crispins House

Extract from St Crispin’s House
Planning Application - Design and Access Statement

The development proposals comprise the redevelopment of St Crispin’s House for 
student accommodation. The existing building is to be retained with the addition of 
two storeys and a new wing within the existing courtyard car park to the south. Retail 
and commercial units are proposed to give visible street frontage along the ring road 
to the north of the building and Duke Street to the west. Areas of landscaping are also 
proposed which include the opening up of the atrium as a courtyard for the residents 
as well as the enhancement of the public realm with soft and hard landscaping and 
trees along the Ring Road, Duke Street and St George Street frontages. 

Approved 01 March 2018, this permission will allow an 8 storey building on the 
southeast corner of the roundabout on St Crispins Road opposite the Anglia Square 
application site.
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Emerging Context - St Stephens Towers

Extract from St Stephens Towers
Planning Application - Design and Access Statement

The proposal is to provide 742 managed student bed spaces within the existing St 
Stephens Towers complex. The application seeks to refurbish the existing buildings 
and provide additional new build elements to the towers and the surrounding ancillary 
structures. It is proposed that two extra floors are added to the existing towers and 
between two and three floors added to the adjoining existing buildings. A new link 
between the two towers will provide a covered route and single point of entry. 

Approved 08 September 2017
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Masterplan Design
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The Principles of Good Design

The Principles of Good Design
There is a general consensus over the principles of good design. The core factors 
contributing to good urban design, which underpin best practice, include the following:

• Character: somewhere with a sense of place and local distinction

• Legibility: a place which is easy to understand and navigate utilising topography, 
natural features and townscape elements

• Permeability: achieving a form of layout which makes for efficient pedestrian, 
vehicular movement and public transport provision

• An articulated townscape: creating an interesting, contextually responsive 
townscape utilising building height, scale and massing, all of which should be 
related to human scale

• Human scale: the arrangement of building forms which are easy for the human 
eye to read and provide a sense of scale and perspective 

• Security, natural surveillance: creating places which are properly overlooked and 
make for effective passive and active policing 

• Quality within the public realm: promoting routes and spaces which are attractive, 
safe and uncluttered

• Continuity and enclosure: promoting the continuity of the street frontage and the 
definition of public and private space  

• Adaptability, robustness and sustainability: from the design stage the layout of the 
site and individual buildings should all contribute towards the minimising impact on 
the environment.

Design Process
The masterplan layout has evolved through an extensive design process comprising 
dialogue with key stakeholders, and;

• Continuous evolution of the design brief through dialogue with Weston Homes and 
Columbia Threadneedle

• A comprehensive pre-app process involving site visits, design meetings and 
discussions with Case Officers, Urban Design and Conservation Officers, 
Highways Authorities 

• A number of exhibitions and feedback sessions with local community and local 
retail community

• Dialogue with Historic England

• Presentations to Design South East (D:SE)

Our Design 
Philosophy & Principles

What inspires and motivates us all is creating 
the best possible places together, places that 
provide a lasting positive legacy. At all scales, the 
success of our design has a significant impact on 
people’s quality of life. We believe that a rigorous 
placemaking-led design process is the key to 
ensuring the success and maximising the economic 
and social value of projects at every scale, from a 
city district, building, a park or individual home or 
interior space.

The places we design are people focused and have 
a clear purpose, which enhances and adds meaning 
to the activities they contain, be that shopping, 
relaxing, learning, living or working. A clear identity 
generates a strong sense of place, which stimulates 
our deep-rooted desire to feel a sense of belonging to 
and connection with our environment. By adopting 
a repeatable, rigorous and robust design process we 
ensure that a clear vision and ‘Big Idea’ is embedded 
in every project.

What makes great places?

We believe places with a strong sense of identity 
stem from an underlying ‘Big Idea’ which provides 
a narrative strong enough to drive the whole design 
process and creates a framework for design decision 
making at every scale, creating a sense of consistency 
and completeness in the finish product. The Big 
Idea is just that; an all-encompassing generator 
from which the rest of the design stems. It should 
be a solution to the problems and opportunities 
identified through initial analysis of the brief, 
context and typology which will hold the design 
together throughout the process: a constant focus, 
regardless of the project stage, and a defender of the 
design solution.

Without this early clarity the final design solution is 
unlikely to result in creating a successful place. Our 
internal design review process ensures that a clear 
‘Big Idea’ and narrative is generated at the outset 
on all projects and is also maintained at all stages, 
efficiently driving a scheme forward through design 
development, planning acquisition, detailed design 
and implementation. It ensures all projects have 
a clear rationale to ‘sell’ to our clients, planning 
authorities and end users. 

3  _ Design Briefing  Design Briefing _  4

The ‘Design Process Diagram’ shows how a strategy of informed analysis is translated 
and then tested throughout the design process to achieve a proposal that responds to 
the brief and site.
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Design Brief - Key Challenges and Opportunities

Branding
Reappraisal of the existing retail uses with a strategy that will reinforce and promote 
the brand identity and recognition of Anglia Square, comprising a range of retail and 
leisure provision that enhances the quality of the retail experience, and importantly 
enables Anglia Square to form part of a well integrated and enhanced Large District 
Centre in the City. 

Design - Quality of Living and Shopping
A retail framework that is agile to change and shops designed to respond to current 
and future commercial needs. New residential provision, that ensures residential 
amenity through high quality design that enhances the residential experience by 
maximising the number of units benefiting from city views, sunlight and amenity 
space.

Local Distinctiveness
An architectural approach that will respect the history of Norwich and its important 
heritage with the least impact on the local townscape and surrounding context, 
delivering an appropriate form which compliments and enhances the surrounding 
neighbourhood.

Permeability
Significantly improved movement links and high quality public realm, providing 
high levels of connectivity and accessibility through the site without compromising 
residential privacy and security.

Servicing
Developing a servicing strategy for the retail and leisure uses that provides efficient 
and easy access without compromising the existing highway configuration and also 
separates as far as possible the interface with pedestrian and residential users.

Sustainable Transport Strategy
Developing a joined up transport proposal that seeks to limit reliance on car journeys 
through the implementation of modern services (electric charge points etc.) and car 
club facilities, improved bus facilities on Magdalen Street and appropriate numbers of 
secure bicycle spaces.

Delivery
A masterplan solution that can enable a rolling planned delivery / phasing strategy 
to ensure minimum impact on the day to day operations of the existing retailers and 
shoppers in Anglia Square and Magdalen Street, whilst implementing the full scheme. 

The Principles of Good Design
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The Design Narrative – The ‘Big Idea’ 
‘Norwich over the Water’, the name coined in medieval period for the area to the north 
of the River Wensum. It was then seen as a less distinguished part of the city, as 
investment was focused mainly to the south of the river around the old market square 
and Norwich Castle. 

In the late 1960’s the construction of St Crispin’s Road and fly-over physically severed 
existing historic links to this part of the city from the centre of Norwich. Anglia Square 
was delivered as a significant retail centre and cinema to serve the local community, 
alongside office employment. It was typical of the type of retail centre that continues to 
fail as a consequence of lack of investment but, significantly, the lack of good access 
and layout failings. Irrespective of its dilapidated buildings covered with graffiti and 
broken windows, accessed by poor public realm, this ‘place’ still has a ‘soul’ for the 
community it serves. 

The primary objective is ‘regeneration’, and there are 4 primary development 
principles (shown opposite) that influence the concept design and which positively 
respond to the local distinctiveness.  These are set out in the following images.

The Design Narrative

01 - Re-establish the two primary historic routes through the site;

• The continuity of St George Street creating the north-south link.

• Botolph Street reinforcing the east-west link from Pitt Street to Magdalen 
Street.
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The Design Narrative

02 - Retain and enhance the existing Anglia Square as a public space and introduce a 
new square as the new leisure ‘hub’ – St George’s Square.

03 - New frontages along these new routes and the enhancement of the existing 
edges along Edward Street, Pitt Street, St Crispin’s Road and Magdalen Street. 

04 - Reinforce and enhance the historic visual links;

• From St Augustine Street to Norwich Cathedral spire.

• Along Botolph Street to St Augustine’s Church (Grade I Listed)

• Seek opportunity to reinforce visual link from Anglia Square to the spire of 
Norwich Cathedral.
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06 - Commercial Grain: Plots begin to address urban grain, reinforcing continuity of street frontage05 - Public realm - Square and urban public focus ‘places’

Masterplan Organisation
The following diagrams demonstrate the general organisation of the illustrative 
masterplan and the key principles which knits the development into its context. It was 
essential to adopt the existing street names to help ground the proposed framework 
and reinforce the historic links with the City.

Active Frontages
The proposed scheme results in a design which, apart from the service yard, has no 
“back” of buildings. Each side of a building addresses a space, route or road. Where 
inactive uses are located at ground, park or podium level an active frontage is located 
on the floor directly above it. This generates activity and provides surveillance.

Key to a vibrant district centre is a place that lives throughout the day, evening and is 
also inhabited at night. This is achieved through a balanced mix of residential, retail, 
community & leisure uses

The Design Narrative
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07 - Residential Grain: Garden squares and podium level provide shared amenity 08 - Residential Grain: Urban blocks break down into smaller building typologies with their own 
identity

09 - Residential Grain: Defines streets and provides enclosure to public spaces at ground level.  
Natural passive surveillance is achieved 

The Design Narrative
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Illustrative Masterplan Layout

Masterplan Layout Key
1. New pedestrian and cycle crossing on St Crispin’s Road which enables the 

continuity of St George Street towards the north

2. St George Square comprising the cinema entrance, restaurants and café uses

3. Residential entrances leading to a welcoming arrival lobby comprising shared lift 
and stair cores serving residential use above shops

4. High quality landscaped paving and tree planting

5. New location for service access road to serve the southern service and loading 
area

6. Entrance to new cinema

7. Car park entrance

8. Remove existing access link (Upper Green Lane) and provide a new landscaped 
amenity deck over the existing service area, integrating buffer planting and green 
wall against the existing St Crispin’s Road

9. Pitt Street integrating hard and soft landscape strategy will enhance character 

10. New entrances and workshops will create a more active street frontage

11. Delivery and service lay-by’s

12. Car Park entrance to serve hotel and car parking for private residents

13. Improved crossing on Pitt Street leading to St Augustine Street and Gildencroft 
Park and play area

14. Taxi pick-up and drop-off area

15. New Anglia Square 

16. New crossing on junction of Edward Street and New Botolph Street and 
landscaped arrival space 

17. Edward Street enhanced with new hard landscape and planting, new residential 
entrances provide more activity and surveillance

18. Existing car park site allocated for Surrey Chapel and associated parking

19. Existing car park site with new apartments and family housing 

20. New development set back along west side of Magdalen Street improving the 
width of the footpath 

21. Entrance to Anglia Square and bus stop plaza enhanced to create a new arrival 
experience

22. Existing retail retained, new shop frontages will enhance and compliment the new 
retail in Anglia Square 

23. Enhanced Sovereign Way leading from Anglia Square to Magdalen Street

24. Outline of existing Gildengate above existing retail

Masterplan Layout
The proposed masterplan is underpinned by the 4 primary development principles and 
the further principles governing the residential uses above the retail. The approach 
adopts the analogy of ‘living over the shop’, a vernacular which ensures the continuity 
of the retail uses, and gives the opportunity for the residential uses above to have their 
own identity. The commercial frontages clearly define and reinforce the movement at 
ground level.  The residential blocks above;

• reinforce new street frontages and create active frontages on the edges of the 
whole development

• provide residential entrances at street level encouraging lively street character

• provide passive surveillance of the public realm and frontage on to the new public 
spaces

• adopt the use of a marker building located in the new St George Square marking a 
new part of Norwich City

• use a block typology and organisation which responds to the variety and 
distinctive medieval grain of the City 

• define and enclose landscaped amenity courtyards at upper levels
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The development proposals are considered to fulfil the key objectives of the vision and 
underpin the aspirations of the Anglia Square Policy Guidance Note 2017 (PGN). All of 
these entail public benefit. Taken as a whole, the extent of public benefit arising from 
the scheme is significant. Furthermore, the development will have a beneficial impact 
on built heritage, particularly in regard to the setting of a large number of heritage 
assets and the enhancement of local and strategic views around Anglia Square. 
These heritage benefits constitute additional public benefits and can be summarised 
as follows:

• The reinstatement of urban grain, built form and historic connectivity between 
St Augustine’s Street and Magdalen Street via the proposed Botolph Street and 
from Edward Street to St Crispins Road via the proposed St Georges Street. This 
will result in a positive transformation to and radical improvement of the local 
townscape and the legibility of the historic street layout in this part of the city.

• Framed views towards St Augustine’s Church tower from Anglia Square along 
Botolph Street and the reinforcement of other identified positive vistas within the 
Anglia Square Character Area (add image CGi 3).

• Improved connectivity and increased footfall arising from the new development will 
allow people to better experience this part of the Conservation Area

• Greatly improved public realm, open spaces, street furniture, provision of trees 
and biodiversity, thus enhancing the Anglia Square Character Area.

• The opening up of strategic or significant views of the Cathedral Spire from the 
north west / Aylsham Road & St Augustine Street and also from Anglia Square 
following the removal of Sovereign House and cinema building.

• The replacement of the multi-storey car park and Magdalen Street frontage 
buildings with new buildings of high quality design for the improvement of local 
views and townscape (including views of Norwich Castle) and the enhancement of 
the setting of listed and locally listed buildings along Magdalen Street.

• Prominent views from St Augustine’s Street, Edward Street and Cowgate are 
all currently identified as negative vistas and will be notably enhanced by the 
development proposals.

• Re-cladding and re-modelling of Gildengate House will improve its appearance 
in context of views from the Magdalen Street area and southern and eastern 
approaches to the Site. 

• Improvements to the area below St Crispins flyover, (to be the subject of a 
separate planning application), and the relocation of Surrey Chapel to a new site 
on Edward Street.

Response to Heritage

New view west towards St Agustine’s Church tower from Anglia Square, along Botolph Street.
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Massing and Scale

Massing and Scale
The approach for the development scale and massing has been informed by the 
context analysis and the heritage assessment which also comprised an extensive 
study of views and townscape analysis.   The heights and massing has been carefully 
developed to ensure it suitably respects those heritage assests, whilst delivering a 
quantum of development that is financially viable.

In additional to the extensive analysis of the existing site context the approach to 
massing has been developed in close collaboration with Norwich City Council, Historic 
England, and the local community.

Page 70-73 summarises the key drivers informing the illustrative masterplan design. 
Significantly relevant to scale is the overall brief for the retail provision and the need 
for a large amount of residential use to balance the overall deliverability and viability of 
the regeneration of Anglia Square, as well as to create a mixed use scheme.

The sensitive nature of the City and its historic context is recognised. The process of 
delivering the optimum balance between development volume, spatial quality, local 
distinctiveness, respecting strategic vistas and views from within the development to 
the surrounding context and amenity has been achieved through an iterative design 
process. 

Incorporation of the Heat Map Guidance

The guidance provided by the Heat Map has been substantially incorporated by the 
Development Proposals which in turn ensures a proportionate and positive response 
to the historic environment in terms of scale, massing, materiality and detailed design.

The diagrams on the right provide a clear indication of the extent to which the Heat 
Map Guidance has informed the design proposals in relation to the block massing and 
distribution of buildings of contrasting height throughout the development. Where the 
recommended thresholds have been exceeded (indicated by the white colouring) the 
impact on the significance of built heritage has been minimised through a combination 
of high quality design and an incremental approach to massing, elevational treatment, 
grain and facing materials. The latter have been carefully selected and varied to 
complement the modulation of built form and impact on the skyline in order to 
conserve or enhance existing views. The resulting impact on the Conservation Area 
and historic townscape in the vicinity, while transformational on account of the 25 
storey tower, is considered to be overwhelmingly positive and beneficial.  Further 
analysis can be found in the built heritage statement and the Environmental Statement 
Heritage chapter.

View from south west

View from north east

View from north west

View from south east
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Marker Building
Fundamental to the identity of this new ‘place’ are the two public spaces, new retail, 
leisure uses and hotel, which will provide a valuable resource for the local community 
and the City too. It is also a ‘place’ for a new community to grow, mixing with and 
enhancing the existing community. Whilst the building’s visibility & location is used to 
enhance the development, the Marker Building will make a significant contribution to 
Anglia Square, and its identity within the City.

A taller element would act as a pivotal landmark and a way finder for Anglia Square 
from distant viewpoints. This part of the City lacks an obvious landmark, whereas 
there are many churches and spires to the south which due to topography have the 
advantage of being ‘visible’. The building also creates a ‘gateway marker’ to the City 
from the north and therefore serves an important civic function.

Marker Building

Built Heritage context for a Tall Building at Anglia Square
It is acknowledged that landmark tall buildings are absent from the area of Norwich 
north of the River Wensum, known as Norwich Ultra Aquam. However, there is a long 
tradition of large industrial buildings in the Colegate, Fishergate and St Georges Street 
areas which surpass the prevailing low rise building typology associated with the 
medieval city. Jarrold’s Printing Works and the buildings of the former shoe factories 
are notable examples. Sovereign House and several of the other buildings at Anglia 
Square established a precedent for buildings of more massive scale, unified in their 
external treatment and also of a stature not previously found in this part of the city. 

Fundamentally, the nineteenth and twentieth centuries introduced a paradigm shift 
within the narrative for Norwich’s modern development; one that demonstrates the 
city evolved beyond its medieval prototype some time ago. The area north of the River 
Wensum is no longer merely a low- lying urban enclave punctuated by modest church 
steeples and towers.

The tall building within the development has been designed as a strong visual counter-
point to historic landmarks in Norwich, particularly those south of the River Wensum, 
the most important of which is Norwich Cathedral. The Cathedral dominates its near 
and distant surroundings as well as important long range views of the city. Its pre-
eminence in the wide area is assured due to the absence of other buildings to rival its 
stature and ‘isolation’ or distance from the other tall landmark buildings. 

The development proposals are not considered to undermine the Cathedral’s 
dominance or any of the fundamental aspects of its visual and historic relationship 
with the city and wider environs. Rather the development would result in these 
fundamental characteristics being generally reinforced and celebrated. (Section 5.2 of 
the Built Heritage Statement provides further details).

Network of historic streets and spaces make up the City, connecting special 
places and spaces. 
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Marker Building

Heart of the City Centre, significant spaces are signalled by marker buildings. Their 
presence is also visible from distant views, and contribute to the character of the City 
skyline 

A new heart for the ‘north of the water’.  Re-establish historic street pattern at Anglia 
Square and the creation of two new public spaces will contribute to its new identity

A marker building will reinforce this new identity within the City context. A pivotal 
landmark and way finder for Anglia Square from distant view points. 

The special building will also signal the gateway to the City from the north 
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Heritage Response
The building’s location within the masterplan, ‘grounded’ in the new St Georges 
Square, further reinforces the historic north-south route and the urban framework. The 
approach is synonymous to the historic structure of the medieval city: key markers are 
visible on the skyline of Norwich, which celebrate ‘place and space’, e.g. City Hall and 
Market Square, Cathedral Close and Norwich Cathedral and cloister.

Historic England offer strategic guidance on tall buildings because towns and cities 
evolve, as do their skylines. The Guidance provides that individually, or in groups, tall 
buildings can significantly affect the image, character and identity of towns and cities 
as a whole, and over a long period. In the right place well designed tall buildings can 
make a positive contribution to urban life. 

A carefully considered approach to the placement, scale and detailed design of the 
proposed tall building has been adopted and based on guidance offered by Historic 
England and national guidance on tall buildings. The approach is also informed by 
the in depth analysis and study of the existing heritage context as set out in the Built 
Heritage Statement by CGMS and underpinned by the Townscape and Visual Impact 
Analysis prepared by ICENI Projects. 

A holistic approach based on addressing key criteria has influenced the design which 
will ensure the minimum impact on change to the sensitive heritage within the local 
environment particularly on account of tall buildings or development involving quantum 
and massing considerably greater in scale. The following criteria have been followed;

• Architectural quality

• credibility of the design;

• contribution to public space and facilities

• sustainable design and construction

• consideration of the impact on the local environments (and particularly at ground 
level)

• provision of a well-designed inclusive environment

Design Quality 
Due to its prominence and in response to the outstanding quality of the city’s 
historic landmarks, a high quality design has been applied to the Marker Building. 
Its form and outline, in conjunction with the brickwork detailing, vertical emphasis, 
fenestration and careful placement respond positively to its wider surroundings and 
introduce an element of time depth to the Cathedral’s extended setting. The effect is 
complementary rather than competitive or dissonant, with the Cathedral losing none of 
its dominance given the distance separation, lower topography, and periferal position 
of the tower in panoramic views. Importantly, in the context of key long range views 
in which both the Cathedral and the proposed development are visible, all of the new 
development with the exception of the tower, will remain below the skyline and merge 
successfully into the adjacent townscape. Nonetheless the varied massing of the 
proposals will lend variety and interest. The tower in particular will contribute positively 
to the skyline and imbue the northern part of the city with a sense of vitality and 
positive transformation.

Marker Building
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Marker Building
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1.1 Landscape Design

We are aiming to create two dynamic and interesting public 
squares within the development. It is important that these 
squares compliment one another, and do not compete. 
In this respect a hierarchy of spaces is required. 

The landscape proposals at Anglia Square include the following key moves:

• Reinstatement of the north/south route, extending St 
Georges Street north, improving the pedestrian and cyclist 
connections. Also developing the east/west links.

• Creation of four key arrival spaces.

• Provision of two public squares, both with a strong sense of place.

• Enhancement of the perimeter environment.

ANGLIA SQUARE 
The proposed building layout sees the existing Anglia Square move east towards 
Magdalen Street, improving the visual connection between the square and the street. 
The square has a number of functions to serve, including a relaxing and fresh retail 
experience, access to residential cores, and access to the public car park core.

One of the greatest gains that the new layout achieves is direct views from the square to 
both St Augustines Church to the north west and the spire of the Cathedral to the south 
east. The location at which these views can be had will be identified within the hard 
landscaping proposals.

ST GEORGES SQUARE

St Georges Square is a new and dynamic square at the heart of the proposed 
regeneration, the edges of the square are characterised by cafe/restaurant spill out 
space creating a swell in visitor numbers during lunch time and the evening, this is 
further enhanced by the proposed new cinema which is accessed directly off the square.

High quality granite paving will create a long lasting robust surface finish whilst also 
referencing the paving used historically in the city. Semi mature tree planting helps 
to soften the space and large seating benches create a destination for meeting and 
socialising. Lighting will be used to ensure the space is both enticing and safe after dark 
for pedestrians.

Anglia Square 
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Accent Trees 

New Canopy
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Feature Paving

Key views to Cathedral 
and St Augustines Church

ROOF TERRACES

A number of residential cores to upper floors will be accessed from entrances fronting 
onto the roof gardens, which will provide semi private amenity space for residents of the 
scheme to use and enjoy. Private terraces will overlook the semi-private space which 
includes play spaces, communal areas and more secluded seating areas.

QUALITY 

A scheme of the highest quality is on offer at Anglia Square, and this is evident in the 
selection of materials within the landscape. The materials palette has been carefully 
considered and selected to respond to the context - be it the tree species, the hard 
surfacing materials, or the external furniture. As well as creating public open space from 
areas of brownfield land , to benefit local people, nature will also benefit from the 
introduction of a number of greening initiatives, such as the introduction of many semi-
mature trees and podium gardens

ECOLOGICAL ENHANCEMENTS

Due to the lack of biodiversity or ecological benefit currently within the brownfield site at 
Anglia Square, there is an excellent opportunity to develop and enhance the 
biodiversity at Anglia Square.

Currently the strongest ecological element on site is a group of London Plane trees 
located adjacent to St Crispins Road. Every effort will be made for the retention of these 
trees to keep the visual connection as well as the clean air benefits.

Site wide, a huge number of trees will be added, comparatively speaking in relation to 
what is currently on site. The proposed trees at the ground floor have been spread 
evenly throughout the site.

A PLACE FOR ALL

Whilst the scheme at Anglia Square is aspirational and is looking to develop this 
area of Norwich to a higher standard, the design has also been considered so as to 
embrace the current local residents, who use the shops and have a strong connection 
with the area. A design that creates a dynamic retail and commercial environment as 
well as a new residential neighbourhood has been developed. The way people use the 
square at Anglia Square has been respected and has informed the design of the public 
spaces, while careful consideration has been given to improving access points into the 
site from the surrounding area.
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Parameter Plans

The following pages set out these principles governing the illustrative masterplan for 
the redevelopment of Anglia Square:

• Building Heights 

• Land Use

• Access 

• Development Parcels

• Public Realm

The Parameter Plans provide essential guiding principles for these aspects, on the 
basis that the development proposals have been evolved to a substantial level of detail 
as part of the pre-application process with all Stakeholders including Norwich City 
Council. 

Building Heights

The plans illustrates the maximum storey heights from the pavement level. Whilst the 
volume meets the requirements of the brief, the approach to scale has been carefully 
guided by the extensive townscape view analysis and essentially the Sensitivity Heat 
Map prepared by CGMS. The latter has guided the approach to the massing of the 
proposed development adjacent to existing heritage. 

Parameter Plan - Building Heights
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Parameter Plan - Land Use

A comprehensive Retail Strategy Report, supported by an illustrative Retail Strategy 
Plan has been prepared by Cushman Wakefield. Page XX of the DAS provides 
an illustrative retail plan showing the variety of uses being considered for the new 
development including;

• a range of food and drink outlets within the new St Georges Square to 
complement the new Cinema

• a series of ‘lifestyle’ or ‘homewares’ shops and services to the south of the 
square, to provide a destination for quality home furnishings

• Anglia Square itself will comprise food store and flexible retail offer such as 
pharmacy, clothing, shoes, etc

• a large new hotel, of circa 200 bedrooms, will add a further dimension to the 
character of Anglia Square and reinforce this as a destination

• commercial uses and residential entrances along Pitt Street and Edward Street 
will generate activity   

Within the retail space, residential entrances and stair cores are integrated. The 
strategy ensures sufficient flexibility is achieved in the design and layout to meet the 
future challenges of the retail uses, whilst creating pedestrian sctivity throughout the 
day and evening.

Site B provides family housing and flats.  The upper levels of the development on the 
Main Site are residential integrating a variety of 1 and 2 bedroom flats, along with the 
hotel in Block F.  Site C is allocated for a place of worship. 
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Parameter Plan - Access

Access at Site Boundaries

The plan illustrates athe general location for each type of access to the main site and 
sites B and C.  
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Parameter Plan - Development Parcels

Development Parcels

The parcels reflected on the plans are outline footprints, based on the current scheme 
design for Block B - J.  The footprint is in detail for Block A and the Marker Building, 
which is located within Block E. Earlier sections within this document set out the 
illustrative layouts for the various buildings which inform the parcel footprints shown, 
although a tolerance of +/- 1.0m has been allowed, for future flexibility. 

The Design and Access Statement makes provision for the approach to architectural 
treatment which integrates special features such as ‘Juliet’ balconies and projecting 
balconies. The development parcel footprints shown exclude these features.  
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Parameter Plan - Public Realm

Public Realm

The movement strategy reinforces the historic permeability and connectivity, the 
approach integrates a variety of spaces and streets which will guide the minimum 
separation between buildings. For future reserved matters applications, this will inform 
the architectural design response illustrated in this document and the maximum limits 
of the development parcels. Further detailed guidance is provided in the Landscape 
Report prepared by Planit IE.

7) 4.1 - 4.8m wide
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Illustrative Street Sections

The street / public realm sections on the following pages are based on the proposed 
illustrative masterplan except for the Marker Building in Block E/F which forms part of 
the detailed element of the Planning Application. The purpose of these sections is to 
further illustrate and support the parameters set out in the following Parameter Plans:

• Storey Heights

• Access

• Development Parcels

• Public Realm

It is intended that these will inform and guide the future reserved matters applications 
in regards to the above parameters. Further guidance in relation to character and 
architectural treatment is provided in the Architecture and Materials Section of this 
Design and Access Statement. 

Development zone, exclude balconies 
and canopies zones Footprints shown 
based on +/- 1m

Any roof top projections should be 
limited to no more than 2.5M above 
roof level. This may include mechanical 
equipment, lift overruns, ventilation 
shaft/flues

SECTION 1 SECTION 2 SECTION 3
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Development zone, exclude balconies 
and canopies zones Footprints shown 
based on +/- 1m

Any roof top projections should be 
limited to no more than 2.5M above 
roof level. This may include mechanical 
equipment, lift overruns, ventilation 
shaft/flues

SECTION 4

SECTION 6 SECTION 7

SECTION 5

Illustrative Street Sections
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Development zone, exclude balconies 
and canopies zones Footprints shown 
based on +/- 1m

Any roof top projections should be 
limited to no more than 2.5M above 
roof level. This may include mechanical 
equipment, lift overruns, ventilation 
shaft/flues

SECTION C SECTION D

SECTION A SECTION B

Illustrative Street Sections
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Architecture and Materials
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Architectural Principles - Materials

The approach creates a simple layering of elements running through the scheme, and 
the distribution and arrangement of the blocks around the site help to create a variety 
of elevation treatments. The development will adopt a contemporary expression using 
contextual materials which respond to the local character and distinctiveness. This is 
based on analysis of the City’s fabric and the effect of materials on the composition of 
the massing, and the sense of architectural legibility and place making, experienced 
both within the development and from afar. Essentially the approach comprises a 
limited palette of materials and features;

• Brick predominantly used on all buildings from ground floor up through the body of 
the middle floors

• Dark coloured lightweight cladding to the ‘tops’ 

• Features comprise:

• Standard double glazed windows and spandrel panels 

• Balconies with a variety of balustrading material - glass, metal railing or perforated 
metal

• Vertical feature recesses in the brick façade expresses the rhythm and fine grain 
of traditional housing 

Two over-arching principles

The ‘Edges’ - Formal approach
• Express grain and rhythm of the existing streets

• Calm expression, material and colours will respect the local context

• Greater articulation on the tops of buildings to enhance the Norwich skyline

The ‘Core’
• a more informal approach

• Materials and details will relate more to the retail streets, and public squares

• More contemporary
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Architectural Principles - Materials

Entrances / Gateways Landmark Key Spaces Other Streets and Edges
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Materials Strategy

Entrances / Gateways Core Materials Key Features and Detail
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Materials Strategy

Landmark Core Materials Key Features and Detail
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Materials Strategy

Key Spaces Core Materials Key Features and Detail
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Materials Strategy

Other Streets and Edges Core Materials Key Features and Detail
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Approach to Block Design and Grain

The arrangement and profile of the blocks vary across the site, their footprint dictated 
by the following key drivers;

• Orientation  

• Movement - primarily the north-south and east-west routes

• The special conditions on each of the site edges, i.e. St Crispin’s Road, Magdalen 
Street, Edward Street and Pitt Street

• The needs of the type of retail use and servicing required on the ground floor

• General site constraints including the retention of existing Gildengate and the 
retail area below 

Building Typologies

A range of building typologies helps to create variety and break down the scale 
and mass, and importantly express the grain of the existing context. There are 5 
key typologies explored which take cues from the historic context, e.g the riverside 
warehouse buildings, traditional mansion blocks, and terraced town houses, to create 
an architectural language which is appropriate to the area. 

Block Principles

Key

Mansion Block

Warehouse Building

Townhouse Terrace

Connector

‘Marker Building’
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Block Principles

The block principles adopted demonstrate how the development will respond to the 
general grain of the City. The further enhancement can be expressed in the approach 
below;

• Adopt a traditional ‘base-middle-top’ strategy

• Integrate further horizontal sub-division in larger buildings by grouping pairs of 
residential floors

• Express the vertical ‘grain’ of the apartment typologies

• Integrate features, e.g. windows, balconies, shopfronts

Block Grain

The design for the individual blocks vary, influenced largely by their location within the 
wider masterplan framework the type of retail and the strategy for parking, servicing, 
etc. For reasons of continuity, design and cost, the masterplan approach maintains 
efficiency in the layout by;

• Utilising a limited palette of apartment typologies

• Encouraging repetition of internal and external elements, e.g. balconies, although 
engender variety in the expression via materiality

• Using a consistent approach to floor heights

• Ensuring good orientation and outlook 

• Where possible limiting the number of dwellings accessed from a single core to 
no more than 8 - 10 per core subject to dwelling mix

• Where possible avoid north facing apartments 

• Encourage dual aspect apartments

Where possible ground floors have been designed with active frontages, either retail 
or residential  entrances 
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Typical Bay Articulation  

Base

This element comprises the shop front glazing and entrances, coupled with the first 
floor of the residential. The extended height of the brick piers helps to strongly define 
the retail zone on the ground and reinforces a solid base to the housing above 

Middle
Predominantly brick with standardised window and door openings. The vertical feature 
recess in the brick façade expresses the extent of the apartment frontages and helps 
articulate the residential unit. Brick banding helps to express the horizontal grouping 
of the residential floors and further breaks down the scale 

Tops 
Generally the two uppermost floors are clad in dark lightweight cladding. These help 
to reduce the scale of the taller buildings and contribute to enhance the Norwich 
skyline from the long and medium distance view points

The overall approach for the variety of building typologies is expressed in the following 
bay studies;

Typical Bay Principle Horizontal Grain Vertical Grain Typical Bay

5- 7 Storey Bay
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Typical Bay Principle Horizontal Grain Vertical Grain Typical Bay

8 - 12 Storey Bay
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Development Diagrams - Facade Articulation

Typical Bay Principle  Vertical Grain

The Marker Building
The rational for the marker building is covered in the earlier sections of this Design 
and Access Statement. The design will make a positive contribution to signal the 
identity of the new place within the City and the new St George’s Square. This 
residential building creates and elegance and well proportioned marker, and contribute 
to the surrounding context and skyline. The building is characterised by;

• vertical expression using a regular rhythm of brick piers

• a clear horizontal grouping or ‘stage’ defined by a strong feature banding 

• glazed ‘top’ which is sets back on plan and articulates the top of the building

• corner balconies which provide private amenity 

• it’s efficient plan layout provides high quality apartments which enjoy good 
orientation

• treatment and materiality will ensure the building creates a striking beacon at 
nighttime 

The design pays respect to the key landmarks to the south of the River Wensum, and  
makes reference to the following characteristics of Norwich Cathedral;

• the breaks and groupings of fenestration 

• general proportions

• changing nature of the footprint over it height

• colour, textures and materiality 

• increased ‘lightness’ in the treatment as you rise up the building

Base
The building has a double height entrance portico, with brick piers on the facade 
help to ground the building in the new square. The alignment of St George Street 
ensures retains visual connection with this and marks the location of the square in 
the development. The landscape treatment echoes the rhythm of the columns with 
contrasting block pattern and colour. 

Proportion & Composition
The simple plan form layout ensures the elegant proportions and ensures a 
comfortable relationship with the remainder of the development. On the upper levels 
the ‘octagonal’ plan form is achieved by the introduction of corner balconies which 
ensures attractive views of the Norwich skyline. Slender corner columns ensures the 
main plan form is expressed. This arrangement provides important articulation and 
contributes to the visual appearance. A regular horizontal grouping of three floors is 
delineated by strong banding. More subtle articulation is provided with the introduction 
of ‘Juliet’ balconies and perforated metal panels. 

Top
A light and ‘sculptural’ form tops the building. With the central section of the elevations 
set back an interesting plan form provides a celebrated top element. The use of dark 
metal cladding and full height glazing and triangular balconies will ensure high quality 
internal environments but also provide significant value to residents with views of the 
City. 
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 Elevation Horizontal Grain Cathedral Steeple Tower FootprintFootprint
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Mansion Block Apartments
Facade Articulation

MansionMansion Mansion Mansion

Highlighted elements show the location of the proposed ‘Mansion block’ character.

As a development of the smaller ’Townhouse’ character, the building format is 
clustered to produce legible buildings able to engage with and define the more heavily 
structured boundaries of the project.

‘Mansion blocks’ provide focus at gateways and encompass proportionately scaled 
private amenity spaces.
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Warehouse Apartment
Facade Articulation

WarehouseWarehouse Warehouse Warehouse

Highlighted elements show the location of the proposed ‘Warehouse’ apartments.

Evolving from the ‘Townhouse’ character, the ‘Warehouse’ apartments provide spatial 
definition to each of Anglia square and St. George’s square.

Scaled to engage with the key view of Norwich Cathedral the ‘Warehouse’ buildings 
retain a neutral pallette as a backdrop the the animated public realm.
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Townhouse Apartment
Facade Articulation

TownhouseTownhouse Townhouse

Highlighted elements show the location of the proposed ‘Townhouse’ character.

The context driven response, reflecting the local building scale and street widths is 
modelled to engage with the immediate material palette and built grain.

Frontages are scaled to facilitate locally appropriate uses to ensure future street 
animation.
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Connector Apartment
Facade Articulation

Connector

Highlighted elements show the location of the proposed ‘connectors’.

Designing at city scale, consideration has been given to both the reality of ‘built over 
time’ and diversity of building scale and orientation.

Buildings are connected to facilitate clarity of ‘ownership’ and address whilst 
distinguishing street and public realm character.
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Street Elevations

These sections provide a preview of the proposed street elevations. They demonstrate 
that the design approach achieves a contextual response that respects the local 
distinctiveness and character of the area. The predominant use of brick maintains a 
strong link to the context but a range of tones and textures are used to create variety 
and interest. 

Illustrative Elevation - St George Street (Tower element detail)
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Illustrative Elevation - Pitt Street

Street Elevations
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Block A - Street Elevations
Detailed Planning Application

Block A Street Elevation - Botolph Street and Anglia Square
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Block A - Street Elevations
Detailed Planning Application

Block A Street Elevation - St George Street 
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Block A - Street Elevations
Detailed Planning Application

Block A Street Elevation - Botolph Street / Anglia Square / Sovereign Way
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Block A - Street Elevations
Detailed Planning Application

Block A Street Elevation - Magdalen Street 
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Block A - Street Elevations
Detailed Planning Application

Block A Street Elevation - Anglia Square
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Elevation Material key

1. Brick cladding. Colour and type to complement existing 

context 

2. Brick feature banding expresses grouping and parapets 

edges 

3. Dark grey framed window system

44. Shop fronts to be provided by retail tenants and in line 

with design code

5. Balconies - balustrade designs comprising perforated 

metal, glass or railings subject to location and character area

6. Light weight cladding

7. Dark grey Metal profile claddingBlock A - Street Elevations
Detailed Planning Application

Block A Street Section - Through Sovereign Way & Edward Street 
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Public Spaces - Anglia Square
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Public Spaces - St George Square
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Technical Design
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A comprehensive Retail Strategy Report, supported by an illustrative Retail Strategy 
Plan has been prepared by Cushman & Wakefield. The ground floor plan shows the 
distribution and type of retail which has been proposed for the new units fronting the 
two squares and pedestrianised streets.

The aim is to create a unique retail and leisure offer reflecting the role and function of 
Anglia Square as the major element of the large district centre centred on Magdalen 
Street, serving the needs of the local community and new residents. This provision 
together with the residential development will provide the catalyst for regeneration 
and creating a new ‘destination’ for the city of Norwich. The design strategy and its 
phasing has been carefully considered and where possible Columbia Threadneedle 
would seek to retain as many  existing tenants at the centre as possible, by providing 
upgraded units, to enable existing retailers to be rehoused into new retail spaces. 

The high quality of the new centre will be achieved via the following attributes:

• new accommodation will be much better suited to the needs of modern retail, 
leisure (food and drink), and service occupiers than is presently the case at the 
site, in terms of unit size and height, flexibility, and servicing;.

• a wide range of different yet complimentary uses will be curated by the centre 
management, to achieve a range of retail related occupiers including;

• a foodstore, fronting Anglia Square, with potential for 24 hour servicing, and  
adjacent car parking provided in the 600 space multi storey car park . The 
presence of the foodstore would also encourage activity in the Square into the 
evening. This enhanced evening pedestrian flow would improve the safety and 
security of the area; 

• services, community-related uses,  and convenience retail, focused mainly 
around Anglia Square, Botolph Street and Magdalen Street, including existing 
traders, will provide local retail and related uses to support the local community 
and the residents of the new  flats, comprising uses such as hair salons, barbers, 
newsagents, greengrocers, banks, pet shops, pharmacy, nail bars, bookmakers 
and dentists etc. These could also include click & collect facilities, for the benefit 
of residents, nearby neighbours and shoppers

Land Use - Retail Strategy

• ‘comparison’ retail units, located in the same parts of the scheme as the local 
retail and service uses, will broaden the range of type of shop, including clothing, 
shoes, books etc., to reflect the role of a Large Districts Centre;

• a boutique multi-screen cinema, fronting St George’s Square, encouraging visitors  
to the centre, to be  supported by other leisure provision around the Square, 
detailed below, thus creating activity throughout the day and into the evening. 

• a series of cafes, restaurants and bars in impressive double-height spaces located 
around St George’s Square with its cinema, will provide the new leisure ‘hub’ as 
the counter-balance to Anglia Square’s retail focus These would be open during 
the day and into the evening to encourage use of the centre throughout the  day; 

• a series of ‘lifestyle’ or ‘homewares’ shops on St Georges Street, south of the 
square, will provide a destination for quality home furnishings and related high 
standard services, which are not currently available in Norwich, and this could 
provide a useful service for the local community and the new residents;

• a number of small units, located along Pitt Street, New Botolph Street and Edward 
Street, will provide accommodation available for a wide range of uses, comprising 
retail, services, cafes, offices, and community activities. These will ensure the 
boundary frontages of the scheme are places that the local community visit, and 
add further breadth to the range of uses and type of accommodation on offer;

• the substantial extent and quality of the proposed residential parts of the 
redevelopment, which will increase the number of local residents, will assist the 
case for the local residents, will assist the delivery of a broader tenant mix, and 
the broader tenant mix, thereby improving the quality of the district centre for the 
existing local community. 

• an improved provision would have a beneficial effect on the retail units on 
Magdalen Street both directly opposite Anglia Square and in either direction along 
it, since these will benefit from the additional footfall, encouraging improvement 
over time following the redevelopment

• a large new hotel, of circa 200 bedrooms, will add a further dimension to the 
character of Anglia Square, especially with the potential for meeting rooms, a 
restaurant and bar, all increasing daytime and evening footfall in the vicinity. The 
opportunity for the public facilities to be located on the top floor, with striking views 
of the Norwich city centre skyline, will ensure that this could be a very beneficial 
addition to the area.
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Land Use - Retail Strategy

Key
Leisure - Cafes / Restaurants / Bars - 
A3 / A4

Services & Convenience Retail (A1 & 
A2), Comparison Retail (A1),
Local Sui Generis Retail Services 
(Bookmakers, Nail Bars) /
Community Facilities D1
(Refer to Retail Strategy Report for floor 
area ranges)

Life Style - A1 / A2 / D1

Food Store - A1

Cinema - D2

Other A1-A4 / B1 / D1 Uses

Hotel
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The approach to the servicing for the retail type uses (A1-A4/D1/Sui Genesis), is 
comprised of:

1. An enhanced northern service area accessed from Edward Street to serve the 
new northern and eastern retail zones, fronting onto Botolph Street, Anglia Square 
and Magdalen Street

2. Retention of the existing southern service and delivery area served by a new 
access road. This will serve the southern retail zones

3. Vehicles accessing St George’s Street will service the new retail and cinema. A 
management system will ensure the timing for deliveries is controlled and priority 
is given to pedestrians and cyclists

4. A 600 space public car park facility will serve the new retail and will be accessed 
from Edward Street.

5. Pedestrian entrances to the public car park are located in Anglia Square and the 
north end of St George Street. Parking is also integrated for shoppers and retail 
staff  

6. A taxi drop-off and pick-up service is located close to the centre entrance

N
Retail Service Strategy

Key

Loading Bay Delivery

Main Service Vehicle Route

Service and Loading Delivery Strategy (by trolley)

Lay-By on Street

Commercial Floor Space
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The plan opposite sets out the organisation of residential entrances integrated with the 
retail frontages. All communal residential entrances are fully accessible directly from 
the street and can also be accessed by wheelchair users.  The number of entrances 
and overall approach for residential ‘front doors’ will help to bring life to the street and 
create a well populated public realm

Entrances will be very clearly identifiable by surface treatment, well designed 
entrance doors and appropriately desiged canopies, overall to generate a sense of 
arrival and legibility. Residential addresses will be based on street names, building 
number and apartment numbers too. The resident access into the buildings will be by 
to electronic access via proximity card readers and access to individual apartments 
via conventional keys. Visitor entry to the buildings will be at the main entrances using 
video and audio links between each apartment and main entrance.

Residential Entrance Strategy

Key

Residential Cores

Residential Entrance

Residential Route

N
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Residential Strategy
The residential brief is a key focus of the masterplan.  Its provision will enable 
achievement of three key goals;

1. Provide a framework to meet the City’s much needed housing including affordable 
housing 

2. Integrate a new community into the existing which will essentially support the new 
retail centre and the existing along shops Magdalen Street

3. Ensure that the overall development is both viable and deliverable by ensuring 
that the costs of the retail and necessary infrastructure are met by the income 
generated from the enabling development

The scheme provides 1 bed and 2 bed apartments for which there is an identified 
need in north Norwich, and 9 homes for families. All units are designed in accordance 
with Technical Housing Standards – Nationally Described Space Standard, although 
guidance below has informed the proposed layouts; 

• Building For Life 12 – The Sign Of A Good Place To Live

• Building Regulations M4(2) for accessible and adaptable dwellings

• All other relevant parts of the Building Regulations

• The Case For Space 2015 – RIBA Research Document

• Norwich Local Plan Information Note – Internal Space Standards

• Norwich Local Plan information note - Accessible and Adaptable Dwellings 
Standards

• Anglia Square Policy Guidance Note 2017

There is a commitment to ensure that 10% of the units will achieve Wheelchair 
Housing Standards. Wheelchair units will be spread across both the market and 
affordable units and there will be a choice of location and house type designed to 
meet the needs of wheelchair users. 

Typical 1 bed and 2 bed flat plans are illustrated on this page. These typologies are 
replicated across the scheme. These typologies contribute to the block pattern and 
grain of the development, as expressed on the elevation design.

Residential Design Strategy

Typical 1 Bed Flat - Single Aspect
Area - 50m²

Typical 2 Bed Flat - Single Aspect
Area - 70m²
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Typical 2 Bed Flat - Dual Aspect
Area - 70m²

Typical 1 Bed Flat - Dual Aspect
Area - 50m²
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Orientation & Aspect
In accordance with good practice guidelines, north facing apartments have been 
avoided where possible. Dual aspect units have been maximised throughout the 
overall development. 

Outlook and Privacy
The proposed residential footprints are guided by the need to provide useable and 
attractive amenity, daylight and sunlight / orientation which influences the separation 
between residential blocks. 

In general, the proposals for the residential buildings illustrate well orientated 
residential units, which provide multiple aspects and open outlooks with long-ranging 
views. The Sunlight and Daylight analysis carried out as part of the Detailed Planning 
process has also revealed that the proposed scheme complies with the required 
internal luminance levels as mentioned in the current standards.

Orientation & Aspect
Block A - Fourth Floor

Block B - Ground Floor

Block D - Ground Floor

Block E & F - Third Floor

Block G, H & J- Fourth Floor

Key

Residential Cores

Dual Aspect Unit

Single Aspect Unit

North Facing Single Aspect Unit
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Size and location of windows has been carefully considered with the facade design 
to maximise the internal light condition.  Dwellings have been designed with floor to 
ceiling glazing to maximise access to sunlight and daylight.

A full sunlight/daylight assessment prepared by Calfordseaden accompanies the 
planning application. The report concludes that overall the scheme demonstrates 
careful attention to daylight and sunlight requirement, and having due consideration 
to the nature of urban development.  It notes that this scheme causes limited impact 
on existing surrounding dwellings whilst achieving generally positive results within 
the proposed development. The analysis and testing demonstrates  that the scheme 
largely complies with the BRE guidelines. 

The analysis also demonstrates that the amount of daylight and sunlight within the 
proposed units is also positive: 86% of the habitable rooms will achieve or exceed 
their target thresholds for Average Daylight Factor, whilst 93% of the development’s 
habitable windows will receive a greater amount of sunlight than that recommended 
by the BRE. The amenity spaces also enjoy a positive amount of sunlight which are in 
excess of the BRE guidance.  

Daylight and Sunlight

Illustrative Image: Daylight Sunlight Analysis - Proposed Overshadowing 21 March
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Block A Uses

Block A 
Total Number of Units

154 x 1 Bed Flat

155 x  2 Bed Flat

14 x  2 Bed Duplex Flat

Ground Floor Plan

Second Floor Plan

Key

Commercial

Commercial BoH

Service Routes

Loading Bay

Parking

Public Parking Access / Cores

Residential Access / Cores

1 Bed Flat

2 Bed Flat

2 Bed Duplex

Residential BoH
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Block A Uses

Fourth Floor Plan

Seventh Floor Plan

Ninth Floor Plan

Key

Commercial

Commercial BoH

Service Routes

Loading Bay

Parking

Public Parking Access / Cores

Residential Access / Cores

1 Bed Flat

2 Bed Flat

2 Bed Duplex

Residential BoH
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Block EF  Uses

Block EF 
Total Number of Units  = 465 

232 x 1 Bed Flat

233 x  2 Bed Flat

Key

Commercial

Commercial BoH

Service Routes

Parking

Residential Access / Cores

1 Bed Flat

2 Bed Flat

Residential BoH

Hotel

Ground Floor Plan

Second Floor Plan
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Block EF  Uses

Key

Commercial

Commercial BoH

Service Routes

Parking

Residential Access / Cores

1 Bed Flat

2 Bed Flat

Residential BoH

Hotel

Third Floor Plan

Ninth Floor Plan

Tenth to Twentieth Floor Plan

Twenty-first to Twenty-fourth Floor Plan
(Note: floor levels refer to levels 

above ground floor, 24th Floor 
equates to 25 Storeys)
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Block GH + Gildengate  Uses

Block GH + Gildengate 
Total Number of Units  = 377 

193 x 1 Bed Flat

184 x  2 Bed Flat

Key

Commercial

Cinema

Commercial BoH

Service Routes

Loading Bay

Parking

Residential Access / Cores

1 Bed Flat

2 Bed Flat

Residential BoH

Ground Floor Plan

Second Floor Plan
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Block GH + Gildengate  Uses

Key

Commercial

Cinema

Commercial BoH

Service Routes

Loading Bay

Parking

Residential Access / Cores

1 Bed Flat

2 Bed Flat

Residential BoH

Fourth Floor Plan

Seventh Floor Plan

Tenth Floor Plan
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Block D  Uses

Block D 
Total Number of Units  = 44 

44 x 1 Bed Flat

Key

Commercial

Commercial BoH

Residential Access / Cores

1 Bed Flat

Residential BoH

Ground Floor Plan

Fourth Floor Plan
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Site West of Edward Street - Block B
In response to the immediate constraints on this site, the organisation comprises;

• A row of three storey terraced 3 bed room houses along the northern edge with 
gardens facing north. The approach mimics the existing grain along this edge of 
the area

• To define the main street edge a three storey apartment block creates the frontage 
onto New Botolph Street

• A new landscaped and planted area is provided on the west edge to compliment 
the existing link to the existing play area accessed via Rose Yard

Site West of Edward Street - Block B

Ground Floor Plan

Third Floor Plan

Key

Residential Access / Cores

1 Bed Flat

2 Bed Flat

3 Bed House

Block B 
Total Number of Units  = 25 

13 x 1 Bed Flat

3 x 2 Bed Flat

9 x 3 Bed House
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Surrey Chapel Site
The existing car park, Site C, has been allocated for a new chapel for the Surrey 
Chapel community. Surrey Chapel is a Free Evangelical church currently located on 
the southern edge of the site. The organisation has a long history, founded in 1854 by 
the Evangelical Robert Govett, in a public hall in Surrey Street. 

The masterplan shows the footprint of the building approved as part of the 2009 
planning consent.  No further details are available at this stage, and therefore a 
reserved matters application will be submitted in due course. 

Site North of Edward Street – Block C
Surrey Chapel Site

St Augustine's Church
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Commercial
.

289.00 m²

A3

Commercial
.

Service Corridor

Public
Parking
Lobby & Fire
Escape

94.12 m²
Commercial
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Sustainability
The proposals for regeneration of Anglia Square are inherently sustainable and the 
approach is based on key drivers;

• Re-using and maximising the potential of previously developed brownfield land 
located within close proximity to the City centre

• The opportunity this brings as a catalyst for the regeneration of the adjoining 
neighbourhood

• Improving the comparison retail and leisure offer for local people and the wider 
City centre area and boosting the local economy

• Its proximity to access good public transport facilities thus helping reduce the use 
of the private car (integral with cycle network)

• Proposing a mixed use including retail, hotel, leisure and residential enabling 
people to live, work and play within the development

• Provides appropriate housing within Norwich and the potential of integrating this 
with a retail complex increasing social sustainability, vitality and vibrancy

• Providing an appropriate level of car and cycle parking within the development, 
taking into account the mixed uses which benefit from linked trips

• Making efficient use of the land available to deliver significant benefits whilst 
providing good levels of daylight, sunlight and air movement throughout 

• The creation of a new public realm featuring quality places and spaces of hard / 
soft landscape, street furniture, and new tree planting

• Significantly increasing permeability and connectivity with improved linkages to 
the wider community

• Basing the proposals around a sustainable energy strategy featuring passive 
‘fabric first’ highly insulated and air tight building envelopes with highly efficient 
heat generation for space heating and domestic hot water.

Sustainability

Johns Slater and Haward , Chartered Building Services Consultants are 
commissioned to prepare an Energy Strategy for this regeneration opportunity and 
this forms an integral part of the planning application. Their Report assesses a 
number of renewable energy strategies to determine the most suitable technologies 
for the proposed development, and these include; 

• Photovoltaic Panels

• Solar Thermal

• Ground Source Heat Pumps (GSHP)

• Air Source Heat Pumps ( ASHP )

• Biomass Heating

• Wind Turbines

• Gas Fired CHP

By adopting the Be Lean, Be Clean and Be Green Energy Hierarchy Methodology 
for the Proposed Development the energy use and resultant CO2 emissions will be 
reduced substantially below the regulatory requirements.

This will be achieved by the Fabric First Approach through a consideration of 
sustainable materials selected for their thermal performances together with the 
provision of highly efficient heating systems for all the Residential units.

Johns Slater and Haward have concluded that the optimum solution for the provision 
of heating, cooling and domestic hot water for the commercial elements of the 
Proposed Development would be to utilise local Air Source Heat Pumps (ASHP) which 
would provide a highly efficient energy solution and contribute towards the on-site 
renewable energy generation.

Space for ASHP plant will be provided locally to each commercial unit around the 
periphery of the lower levels of the Car Park.
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The separate ‘Transport Assessment’ by WSP sets out the approach to parking for 
cars and bicycles. This section summarises the provision for parking included in the 
masterplan. 

Consideration has been given to Norwich City Council’s Local Plan Policy, ‘Elsewhere 
in the City Centre Parking Area’. The parking provision for the residential units is 
proposed at a maximum of 950 spaces.  This represents a ratio of 75% provision 
across the entire 1250 units.  Within Block A, there would be 333 residential 
parking spaces and 323 apartments.  However, these will be available to purchase, 
and it is not anticipated that all purchasers will wish to acquire a parking space.  
Accordingly the market demand for parking spaces will be monitored, and this will 
inform the detailed proposals for Blocks E-J, within the maximum provision of 950 
parking spaces for residential use.  Unsold spaces in Block A would be available for 
purchasers of later blocks, thus reducing provision to be made in the later blocks.  Of 
the 950 spaces, a maximum of 40 spaces may be made available for hotel/business/
community use accommodation.

Generally car park layouts are based on guidance offered by:

• Institute of Structural Engineers (ISTRUCTE) recommendation for multi-storey 
parking.

• Park Mark - British Parking Association

Car Parking Strategy - Residential

No. of 
Standard 

Bays

No. of 
Parent and 
Child Bays

No. of 
Disabled 

Bays

Total 
Number of 

Bays
Total  Maximum Parking 
Provision for Development
All Blocks (incl. Public Car 
Park)

1445 18 87 1550

Total Allocated for Public 
Parking - Block A
Assume Allocated by Level PL-
01 to PL-04, Part PL-05

546 18 36 600

Total Maximum Allocated 
for Other Commercial Use 
- Block F (Hotel/business/
community)
Assume Allocated by Level 00

36

-

0

-

4

-

40

-
Total Maximum Parking 
Allocated for Residential Use - - - -

Block A (Fixed) 322 0 11 333
Block B 14 0 0 14
Block E / F 268 0 22 290
Block G / H 259 0 14 273

N

Key

Private Car Parking

Car Park Entrance (at Ground Floor)

Residential Cores

Hotel Parking. Ground Floor Only
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Car Parking Strategy - Residential

Block A Section
Parking for residents is integrated on the upper floors of the multi-storey car park 
which gives lower levels to public parking. A basic arrangement secures access to 
these levels for residents only, although access to the car park will be shared with 
public.

Blocks E and F Section
Blocks E and F provide parking for residents, and up to 40 spaces for hotel/business/
community use accommodation.

Blocks G and H Section
Blocks G and H provide parking for residents only.

Key

Private Car Parking
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Block A – Multi Storey Public Carpark
The car park design is based on the following key criteria;

• A split level deck arrangement which is highly efficient organisation.

• Entrance is located in Edward Street and is proposed to be based on an ANPR 
system avoiding the need for barriers, and is operated on a ‘pay on foot’ system 
for revenue collection.

• Car park pedestrian entrances are located in Anglia Square and St George Street.

• 6% of the spaces are dedicated as ‘Disabled Spaces’. These are located on the 
lower levels close to the main lift core.

• Adequate provision of 3% is made for parent and child spaces, located close to lift 
cores, although priority is given to disabled spaces.

• Electric charging points have been proposed for up to 6 parking spaces.

• Natural ventilation is achieved although some mechanical assistance is provided 
for peak time usage.

Car Parking Strategy - Public Use

Key

Public Car Parking

Block A Section
Parking for residents is integrated on the upper floors and gives lower levels to public 
parking. A basic arrangement secures access to these levels for residents only, 
although access to the car park will be shared with public.
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N

Key

Public Car Parking

Car Park Entrance / Exit (at Ground Floor)

Public Parking Cores

Pedestrian Access Points (at Ground Floor)

Car Parking Strategy - Public Use
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The quality and location of cycle parking should encourage this mode of travel. 
A range of strategies have been explored to ensure appropriate cycle parking is 
provided for residents and visitors, as well as shoppers in Anglia Square. A strategy is 
outlined below although the framework enables the approach to be further reviewed 
for each phase as reserved matters applications for these are developed.  

Given the nature of this proposed mixed use development and the density of 
residential apartments, a number of strategies have been considered, including:

• A range of horizontal or vertical storage systems
• Efficient double stack systems
• On-street cycle parking ‘hoops’ for visitors

Resident Cycle Parking
The approach is to apply a monitored approach, with a starting point of 75% of the 
required provision, based on Norwich City Council’s Policy, Use class C3: Housing 
requirements, of 1 space for 1 bed units and 2 spaces for 2 bed unit.  On this basis, 
a total of 1372 cycle spaces are planned, with an additional 92 spaces for visitors, 
are integrated in the public realm.  As with car parking provision, the monitoring of 
use within Block A will inform the proposals for the subsequent blocks, up to the 75% 
maximum.

To encourage use, cycle stores are generally;

• Covered and secure

• Well ventilated, where possible naturally ventilated

• Adequately lit with visual surveillance

• Adjacent to or integrated as part of the main entrances and residential circulation 
cores

• Located with direct access to the street

• Provided based on 1 space per bedroom 

Visitor spaces are located close to entrances

Cycle Parking - Residents
N

Key

Residential Cycle Parking

Visitors and Customer Cycle Parking

Primary North-South Cycle Lane

Residential Cycle Access Routes
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N
Cycle Parking - Commercial

Cycle parking provision is based on the floor space of all commercial uses.  A separate 
more detailed strategy will be required for the hotel use.

• Total GIA of all retail uses (incl. cinema): 13,007 m2

• Provision is made on a ‘policy compliant’ approach based on

• Staff provision - covered and secure cycle storage, 1 cycle space per 100sqm = 
130 spaces

Therefore based on the ratio above, up to 240 spaces are distributed across the 
scheme for use by commercial staff and owners. Cycle parking for customers will be 
integrated with resident visitor parking.

Key

Staff Cycle Parking

Visitors and Customer Cycle Parking

Primary North-South Cycle Lane

Staff Cycle Access Routes
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Site-wide tracking diagrams have been prepared to demonstrate compliance with bin 
drag distances and vehicle manoeuvring requirements. The proposed distribution is 
set out in the plan opposite.

Norwich City Council’s policy requirements for residential general waste and recycled 
waste storage are 1 Eurobin (1100 litres) for every 6 units, which for a development of 
the size proposed would demand refuse storage space of just over 1,000m2 (0,1ha). 

Therefore, given the desire to limit refuse storage to allow more space for active 
ground floor uses, a more frequent refuse collection approach is considered 
necessary rather than the City’s adopted 2 weekly collection. 

Internal storage space will be provided within each residential unit for non-recyclable 
waste and mixed (glass/plastic/organic) recyclables. Dedicated space for waste will be 
provided in line with the council’s requirements to encourage high recycling rates.  The 
approach for the development is based on a ‘managed’ strategy comprising;

• A weekly collection, rather than the City’s biweekly approach, using private 
collection on alternate weeks to support the City’s collection

• Reduced storage provision on site based on more frequent collection

• Residents will deposit their own waste into designated refuse stores located close 
to their buildings main entrance on the ground floor

• On a regular basis a facilities management company (FMC) will transfer the filled 
bins to a larger ‘group’ store within close proximity of the refuse collection point

• Discrete stores are mainly located on the external edges of the development to 
ensure ease of access

The FMC will also support residents wishing to dispose of bulky storage. Residents 
will be able to arrange for the large items to be collected from their apartments and 
transferred to the group storage areas. 

Refuse Strategy - Residential
N

Key

Local Residential Refuse Storage

Local Commercial Refuse Storage

Centralised Storage

Service Vehicle layby

Main Vehicular Access

Refuse Internal Management Route

Refuse Collection Route
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Commercial Waste
The approach is based on a typical mixed use type of development as Norwich City 
Council’s, ‘standards for commercial development have not been given, as these vary 
significantly between different industries within use classes, and need to be designed 
with the end user in mind’

Commercial waste strategy will be developed in further detail and by phase using the 
guidance offered by the retail uses operators and calculations based on the waste 
generation metrics detailed in BS 5906:2005 Waste Management in Buildings – code 
of practice and Approved Document H, Building Regulations. The approach adopted 
currently can be reviewed by phase in each reserved matters application although the 
capacities will be based on the following uses:

• Offices: 2,600 L/1000m2

• Retail: 5,000 L/1000m2

• Restaurants: 25,000 L/1000m2

• Recyclable. 50% of total non-recyclable storage

The approach for retail tenants and business will generally comprise;

• Each of the retail tenants will be required to provide an internal waste storage area 
within their tenanted demise. On collection day, retail staff will transport bins from 
their internal waste storage area to a ground floor bin presentation point

• When full to capacity a facilities management company (FMC) will manually 
transport bags of waste from the bins to a mains storage container within a 
serviced area.  On collection day, the FMC will transport bins from the main office 
waste store to a bin presentation point at ground floor level. 

Refuse Strategy - Commercial

Key

Local Residential Refuse Storage

Local Commercial Refuse Storage

Centralised Storage

Service Vehicle Parking

Main Vehicular Access

Refuse Internal Management Route

Refuse Collection Route
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WAH Compliance Checklist
Wheelchair Accessible Housing

Standard Summary Description Compliance

1 Moving around outside n/a
2 Using outdoor spaces Y
3 Approaching the home n/a
4 Y
5

Negotiating the entrance door

6
Entering and leaving; dealing with callers

Y
7 Moving around inside; storing things Y
8 Moving between levels within the dwelling
9 Using living spaces Y
10 Using the kitchen Y
11 Using the bathroom Y
12 Using bedrooms Y
13 Internal doors Y
14 Windows Y
15 Service Controls Y

Negotiating the secondary door

n/a

Y
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Wheelchair Adaptable (BtR)
Unit Type WAH.2A - 2B4P

 1 : 50
Unit Type WAH.2A - 2B4P1

Unit Type WAH.2A - 2B4P

Unit Type Tenure Area
UT.WAH.2A BtR 70.0 m²

Location of Wheelchair adaptable units indicated by 'WAH' on GA Plans

No. Description Date

A Reserved Matters Application 08.09.17

Example of 
Wheelchair 
adaptable Unit

The design principles discussed earlier will ensure that the residential development 
is of high quality. Ninety percent of the dwellings will meet the current Building 
Regulation Part M4(1) Visitable Dwellings and 10% will meet Part M4(2) Accessible 
and Adaptable Dwellings. These will be distributed well throughout the scheme. 
The units are provided on differing floor levels, but with emphasis on lower levels 
for reasons of rescue.  The proposed layouts for the wheelchair adaptable units 
demonstrate that the required spatial, structural (and some servicing) provisions are 
included, and that rooms are large enough to accommodate circulation spaces and 
furniture. The following provisions will be in place from the outset:

• Bathrooms designed to be easily adaptable to meet the needs of wheelchair 
users, as described by the Requirements of the Wheelchair Housing Design 
Guide (Section 11.2) 

• Accessible WCs in accordance with the Wheelchair Housing Design Guide, ie, a 
second WC for units for four people or more. 

Adaptations can be made by the housing provider or private residents according to a 
household’s requirements. These adaptations may include:

• Installation of a fully equipped accessible kitchen, space for which has been 
considered and provided;

• Rearrangement of an en suite bathroom to create a second fully accessible WC;

• Removal of cabinetry in the main bathrooms of easily adaptable units to provide 
enough space for a full-sized (1700mm long) bath and transfer space, should 
they be required by a resident;

• Removal of a store to provide the required space for storage, charging and 
transferring between wheelchairs. (This is only acceptable if the store is 
additional to the household’s likely requirements);

• Installation of a through-floor lift using soft-pocket in floor construction for which 
suitable approach space has been included;

• Reduction in occupancy of one bed space to achieve full wheelchair 
accessibility. For example, a second, double bedroom becomes a single 
bedroom so that the required circulation space is achieved;

• This reduction of occupancy may provide additional storage space, should it be 
required.

These units will be distributed as far as practicable throughout the development 
(in terms of tenure, block location, floor level and bedroom size) to ensure that 
households that need wheelchair accessible units are not clustered together; and 
Wheelchair users, as far as practicable, have as much choice about the location and 
level of their home as anybody else. 

Adaptable Wheelchair Accessible Dwellings
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Horizontal circulation

All dwellings will have access to two wheelchair accessible lifts and the 
common residential corridors will be a minimum of 1200mm wide with 
1500mm x 1500mm turning space outside each wheelchair adaptable dwelling 
as a minimum. Internal common corridors between lifts, stairs and apartment 
entrances are as short as possible to minimise the number of fire doors across 
corridors that are required.

Ramps

Internal ramps in common parts of residential buildings are avoided and 
access between car parking areas is level or gently sloping and meets Part 
M, as do routes from dwelling entrances to refuse stores / collection points. 
Where ramps or slopes are required externally, they are intended to be 
designed to meet the Building Regulations Part M as a minimum.

Lifts

Lifts to all residential levels have internal dimensions equal to or in excess 
of the minimum 1100mm x 1400mm required by Part M. All lifts also have at 
least 1500mm x 1500mm clear landing space directly outside. All wheelchair 
accessible units are served by at least 2 lifts

Stairs

All common stairs will meet Part M, having dimensions that suit ambulant 
disabled people and tonal contrast to aid people with impaired sight - with 
handrails at 900mm above nosings and extending 300mm beyond the top and 
bottom riser.

Communal open space

There will be private communal amenity spaces within each block. All routes 
to the amenity spaces will be designed so as to meet requirements of Part M.  
Any play areas will be designed with reference to accessible play guidance, 
such as Developing Accessible Play Space: A Good Practice Guide, published 
by the Department for Communities and Local Government. Maintenance of 
the open space will ensure that surfaces, structures and plants do not become 
a hazard.

Refuse stores

The refuse storage areas are located at ground levels and sited next to lift/stair 
cores for ease of access. Routes between lifts/stair cores and refuse points 
provide level access and also provide required Approved Document M door 
widths en route. The refuse storage areas will provide sufficient circulation and 
turning space for any wheelchair users accessing them. 

Emergency escape

Normal provisions for residential buildings will apply to the development 
whereby only the residents of an affected unit will evacuate. Others are 
protected as the dwellings themselves function as safe refuges. 

Retail Units

Retail units will have level thresholds directly from the street. The details for 
these will be agreed by planning condition given that the fit-out of the retail 
units will be the responsibility of the individual retail operators. The approach 
will be guided and controlled by the requirements of the Building Regulations 
and compliance with Disability Discrimination Act 2005 
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The proposed development includes 13,100m2 (1.31 ha) of shared residential amenity 
areas on podium terraces or accessible roof gardens, and a further 2,900m2 of 
‘private’ amenity in the form of balconies or terraces.

Shared amenity can be accessed from the main circulation cores or directly from the 
circulation routes. Where roof spaces cannot be used by residents, a green roof will 
be integrated to increase biodiversity opportunities. 

Further details are comprised in the Landscape Statement prepared by Planit-IE.

Amenity

Landscape Roof PlanBlock A Podium Garden Illustrative Views
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Architectural Design – Shopfronts
The scope of the Masterplan Design does not cover the fitting out of the retail areas. 
The applicants’ strategy requires retail tenants to fit-out and provide shopfronts as 
part of their contractual agreements. To ensure architectural design quality and 
consistency, a separate ‘Shopfront Design Guide’ has been prepared by Broadway 
Malyan.

Architectural Design – Shopfronts

Client Columbia Threadneedle
Date March 2018
Ref 32357

Shop Front Design Principles

Anglia Square Shopping Centre
Norwich

DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION

12 

Retail Frontage Ownership Parameters
New Build Double Storey Shop Fronts

5

Location Plan

Louvre zone for ventilation 
to be determined

Tenants’ sign zone

Tenants’ shop front

KEY

Landlords’ control. The Tenant is not to make changes or fix anything 
to any zone which is within the Landlords’ control without Landlords’ 
approval. 

Tenants’ demise

NOTE

All fenestration is indicative only and would be 
subject to further detail design and coordination 

with prospective tenants.

The diagrams on this page describe the parameters for Tenants’ double height 
shop fronts, located within the new build portion of Anglia Square Shopping 
Centre.

These units are located beneath residential accommodation and have a 
standard shop front opening height. The shop front widths vary depending on 
location.

Glazing to be maximised to full height of structural openings. The Tenants’ shop 
front design is to align with the guidelines at the beginning of this document. 

To provide variety within the scheme, Tenants are encouraged to be creative 
with the first floor glazing of their unit. Additional signage or window treatments 
are acceptable. Tenants’ with first floor glazing that overlook residential should 
be sensitive to the residential in their use of artificially lit signage.

A downstand, painted white, will be required behind the glazing to hide an 
internal security shutter and / or suspended ceiling zone if required.

Tenants’ have the opportunity to provide awnings to their shop fronts in line with 
the guidance in this document, should they require. The casing for the awning 
is to be fixed above the shop front, within Landlords’ control area. Refer to page 
XXX for further information

Signage to be internally lit 3D individual letters fixed to the outside face of the 
glass, within a zone as shown. Refer to page XXX for further information

Signage fins are to be located on pilasters positioned in front of unit dividing 
walls. Refer to page XXX for further information.

14 

GENERAL
Tenants’ signage to be restricted to the signage zone.
Full width signage fascia are not acceptable, floor to ceiling glazing is to be maximised.
Exposed neon and intermittent lit signage are not permitted.
The Tenant can use four different sign types for their unit.

1. PRINCIPLE SIGNAGE
Signage mounted on the shop front in the form of individual letters internally lit, either bonded or pinned to the glass. The 
location of the signage will be dependant on the retail type.

2. SECONDARY SIGNAGE (OPTIONAL)
The Tenant has the option to provide 3D or fret cut sign tray, suspended behind glazing on stainless steel rods behind 
glazing. Any signage is to be fixed back to the structure.

4. SIGNAGE FINS (LOCATION TO BE CONFIRMED)
Located on pilasters for party walls, the Landlord will provide metal signage fins, onto which the Tenant is to fix proud 
brushed stainless steel cut out lettering, in Tenants’ chosen font. Sign is not to be artificially lit.

Signage Guidance
Anglia Square Proposed Shop Fronts

3D internally lit signage fixed externally to shop front 3D internally lit signage suspended behind glazing

1 1 2

Tenants’ signage to be in brushed stainless steel in 

Tenants’ font.

Setting out to be 100mm from top of metal fin 

centrally positioned.

Sign lettering to be orientated as shown.

Sign lettering to be 300mm tall

Sign lettering to extend no further than 100mm from 

bottom edge of fin.  The signage lettering can stop 

short of the 100mm zone if the Tenants’ branding 

dictates. 

Sign is not to be artificially lit.

Cover page of the ‘Shopfront Design Guide’ Illustrative extracts from the ‘Shopfront Design Guide’16 

1. Brick pilasters - colour to be confirmed

2. Glazing with 50mm metal frame RAL 7021 and silicone joint between 
panes. Metal plinth RAL 7021.

3. Frameless glass entrance doors to units with brushed stainless steel pull 
handles.

4. External lighting in colour to match metal work.

Materials
Proposed New Build

1

2

Images above are indicative only

2

1

2

3

4
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The redevelopment of a brownfield site of this scale will take a number of years and 
will need to come forward in several phases. Phasing will be a particularly important 
consideration given the intention to retain part of the existing shopping centre 
operational whilst each phase of redevelopment occurs.

Ahead of the phasing of the new development, one of the major benefits will be the 
implementation of the surface level pedestrian and cycle crossing on St Crispin’s 
Road in place of the subway, by the Highway Authority. This will establish a safer 
and more convenient crossing, to which the proposed development will link once the 
north-south connection of St George’s Street towards Edward Street is completed.  
There will also be an improved landscape treatment at this important ‘gateway’, which 
will create a vibrant and exciting arrival space.

Phase 1
Phase 1 involves the demolition of the existing multi-storey carpark, cinema, and 
associated ground floor retail (alongside the derelict Sovereign House), so as to free 
up the northern and eastern parts of the site for redevelopment. This will facilitate 
the provision of a new, modern multi-storey car park to serve the existing and future 
commercial floor space and residential use. 

In recognition of the northern part of the site fronting Edward Street acting as a visible 
‘Gateway’ into the City, it is important to ensure that an appropriate frontage is created 
with residential development wrapped around the car park. Magdalen Street will also 
benefit from an enhanced new retail frontage and wider footpath alongside. Sovereign 
Way will also be widened to improve the connection to Magdalen Street.  

The quality and financial viability of this initial phase will be critical to the wider 
deliverability of the scheme, to create ‘confidence’ over the type of place that will 
emerge and that people can invest in. Once the new multi-storey car park has been 
completed, this will enable the surface level car parking on the western part of the site 
to be redeveloped.

Botolph Street will re-establish the historic east-west link, and the re-siting of Anglia 
Square leading through to Magdalen Street will provide a significant early benefit from 
a permeability point of view, but also in respect of visual improvement, and increased 
activity and vitality created by new retail uses.

Phasing Strategy

Phase 2
Phase 2 will comprise redevelopment of the existing surface car parks and existing 
Pitt Street buildings on the western part of the site with Block E and F.  Building 
on the quality established in Phase 1, this will create the new leisure ‘heart’ of the 
development, comprising an enhanced retail/ leisure offer that activates new frontages 
to an improved public realm with high levels of pedestrian footfall flowing from legible 
links to the north, south, east and west. Also, this phase will include

• construction of the hotel in Block F, bringing further activity and a wider range of 
jobs to the site.

• the creation of the new public square, St George’s Square and completion of the 
north south route animated by new retail and commercial units with residential 
development above, resulting in an emphasis on changing the appearance and 
perception of the area.

• Construction of the hotel in Block F, bringing further activity and a wider range of 
jobs to the site.

• the residential element will provide natural surveillance alongside the new uses 
and create immediate footfall for the new retail units

• construction of the Surrey Chapel on Site C, bringing an improved community 
facility

• the phase will also include improvements along Pitt Street, with the 
implementation of new landscape and planting to enhance the character of the 
street.

Phase 3
Phase 3 comprises of the demolition of the remaining Anglia Square shopping centre, 
and the construction of Blocks G & H, to accommodate the cinema, the eastern side 
of St. George’s Street and Square, and the western side of Anglia Square, with retial 
and leisure units.  Above this would be the residential accommodation.

Phase 4
Phase 4 includes the conversion and recladding of Guildengate House for residential 
use, and new housing on the Edward Street site (B). Conversion of Guildengate 
House to residential use will offer the opportunity for residents to have the benefits of 
views over the City.

The delivery of the affordable housing over these phases is addressed in the 
Affordable Housing Statement.

It is considered that this phased approach presents a logical solution to ensuring that 
the proposals deliver significant benefits as early as practicable whilst minimising 
disruption to the overall Large District Centre function of Anglia Square. This also 
enables the existing site constraints to be tackled in a phased manner so as to ensure 
the deliverability and viability of the scheme, whilst creating a comprehensively 
planned new mixed use city quarter by the end of the project.
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